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Eight Keys to Overhead
by W. VAN ALAN CLARK, JR.

►ssistant Profes sor of Industrial Managem ent, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cam bridge, Mos s .

Overhead must be recognized, utilized, and controlled by cooperative
effort within management. Progress toward a concrete understanding
of what overhead may be principally held to mean from a number of
viewpoints, is made in the present article.

T IS R E P O R T E D

TH A T CA LV IN COOLIDGE,
when pressed by Mrs. Coolidge to
describe a sermon at a church service he had attended, stated that the topic

,as sin and that the minister was against it. This might describe the most com-

Ion managerial attitude towards overhead. Like sin it is something to be
pposed. Yet it seems inevitable that there be some sin (and overhead) in al-

lost every situation. It is, moreover, true that overhead, like sin, means many
rings to many people. Unless the sense in which the word "overhead" is used
thoroughly explained, sensible discussion of what it is that we are supposed
i be against and what we are supposed to do about it, is difficult.

lany Things to Many People

It is possible to identify at least eight meanings for the word "overhead"
hich are different in a genuine conceptual sense. Any item of overhead cost
ight fit two or three of these meanings. The meanings cannot thus be claimed
be mutually exclusive, but there seems to be enough difference in what they
present to make their separation worth while. Let us then look briefly at some
these things that can be meant by "overhead."
Economist's Overhead —Costs fixed over
the shorf- run —It might be stated that
the classical view of overhead is to think
of i t as those costs which are fixed and
do not var y with the volume of producLion during the so- called "short- run."
FCE MB E R , 1950

This form of overhead is commonly called
"time -based costs" or "fixed costs," as
contrasted to "production -based costs"
or "variable costs."
2. Managerial Overhead —Costs variable
only by policy decisions — Overhead is
363

sometimes thought of as being those
costs which are hard to vary and
which can or would be reduced only
with unwillingness, and only as a result
of genuine top - management consideration. Overhead in this sense is not
especially Connected with the rate of
production or any other volume index.
3. Functional Overhead —Costs which are
not revenue - producing —To many people overhead means nonproductive costs,
or costs which do not add direct value
to the product. A machine operator
is thus direct productive labor, but a
janitor pushing a broom is considered
overhead because his efforts do not result in the performance of revenue producing operations. He produces a
clean floor but he does not produce
earnings.
4. Allocable Overhead —Costs not direct
to units of production — Overhead may
be those costs which are not directly
applicable to a given product or unit
of production in the normal process
of cost collection but which must be
allocated, distributed, or pro -rated by
one accounting device or another over
the output of the firm.
5. "Preparation for Manufacture" Overhead
—Costs incurred to improve production
— Overhead can sometimes be the cost of
the various kinds of production and methods engineering which go into improving
the firm's processes or methods. These
"running outlays" are of a capital
nature in that the cost of developing
an improved method must be absorbed
during the period in which the method

is used. The costs of running these
methods departments (no matter hoM
named) appear, however, as items o'
current expense rather than as individ
ual, asset - acquiring outlays.
6. Staff Overhead —Costs representative o
specialist groups — Overhead can bi
"staff" which plans, advises, studies, an(
otherwise assists (or intereferes with) thi
work of the "line." This division betweei
overhead and direct expense is basei
largely upon the organizational distinc
tion between those that actually do th
work and those who plan the work an,
see that it is done.
7. Mark -up on labor in certain industrie
—In some service industries in whit
the mark -up on labor is both the sourc
of profits and the source of func
to support all the firm's costs exceF
the direct labor, the word overhead
applied to mark -up. This is really
terminological confusion. However, sine
the word is in fact sometimes employe
in this way, the use should be mei
tioned. Discussion and planning of me
agerial improvements is difficult whe
overhead can mean either profit or e
penses in the same sentence.
8. Social costs— Overhead is sometim
thought of as social costs. In this sen
it may mean the cost to the communi
of a given plan of action, such as u
employment and general social upheav
resulting from a wholesale layoff.
can also mean the cost to the firm
being a dependable social institu6
which makes an attempt to minimize t
social costs to the community of a
company action.

First Six Meanings Most Significant

Of only two of these concepts of overhead will we dispose summarily. It
rather difficult to become sympathetic about a situation in which the same wo
is used for both revenue and expenses as in our seventh classification. Also, it
probably true that the social overheads or community costs involved in mi
situations, while real management considerations, are not often enough used
the presentation of figures for managerial control to be important here.
However let us examine the first six meanings of overhead to Bet e=
whether managerial control of a company can be assisted by some sort of sepa
tion of the ideas which seem to be wrapped up in this catch -all word. It shoe
be noted that, unlike the minister in the Coolidge story and unlike many m.
agements, we are not planning to take a negative stand. We are not "again
N. A. C. A. BULLET
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any of the six concepts of overhead which have just been mentioned and which
ire now to be further considered. Rather we are "for" a sufficient degree of
identification of these concepts in concrete terms so that both the independent
significance of each and its overlaps with others will become clearer. If this is
done, a step has been taken in the direction of better understanding of viewpoints among members of the management team.

Costs Fixed Over the Short -Run

Overhead in the sense of being time -based or short -term fixed costs might
easily be called the economist's overhead, for it is from this concept of overhead that much of our basic value theory springs. The modern theories of value,
pricing, and output in situations of imperfect competition especially stem from
:he separation of fixed from variable costs and the logical extension of this idea
into the study of marginal costs and revenues.
It is to this basic idea that we owe many American institutions, including Sun iay railroad excursions, dill pickles, cut -rate book departments, off - season rates
it summer resorts and, to some extent, such institutions as mail -order houses
which often purchase products on the basis of the marginal costs of the pro iucer. The study of cost - volume -profit relationships (the new genteelism for
what used to be called break -even points), is now accepted as a basic and useful managerial tool. It thus does appear that the separation of costs into variable
ind fixed is a worth -while separation and that it is useful to keep track of this
.ype of overhead.

Costs Variable Only By Policy Decisions

i It is customary to qualify any study of fixed and variable costs with the state nent that the analysis holds true only for a given series of managerial policies
bout holding the organization together. It is in the development of managerial
0licies which make costs fixed costs that our second concept of overhead develps. Except in very few situations, costs do not automatically vary with output.
omebody has to make them vary.
Thus the management of a company is less likely to be concerned with which
sts are called "fixed" or "variable" than with how hard it is to vary any par cular cost, especially downward. Even direct labor in these days of high train,g costs, general unionism, and more socially conscious management, cannot be
Iled a variable cost. It is more likely to be, over the reasonably short -run, a
nuine fixed charge. Only such items as piece -rate pay, output bonuses, and the
aterial fed into the machine are likely to be purely short -term variable costs.
ER, 19 50
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Hence our second way of thinking about overhead might be called a managerial
view rather than a view related to the study of behavior. While most enlight.
ened managers would agree with the idea that, in the long -run, all costs are
variable, the issue which is presented is that of determining when it is wortf.
while to incur a cost which is harder to reduce than some other cost.
The cost of operating a fleet of company trucks, for example, is a reducible
expense. The cost can be reduced simply by taking steps to prevent the truck,
from being driven. Further reductions might be achieved by disposing of some
of the trucks. Thus the reduction of this item of expense involves a further los!
in that the trucks' service is not always available when desired, and a loss may

be incurred in owning equipment which is not fully used.
To call items of cost such as these semivariable is to beg the question. Thl
managerial issue in all these situations is that of determining how much fixity
to allow to enter the cost structure and to determine how desperate a situation
must be before a given class of expense should be reduced.
Many basic managerial decisions revolve around these elements of fixity i
the firm's cost structure. Some of the product planning decisions, such as thos
of developing products which will be less subject to seasonal fluctuations tha
other products, revolve around fixity of costs. Studies of production plannin
and inventory control systems, sales forecasting systems, and even many equip
ment purchasing decisions revolve around relative fixity in the cost structur
and the price one is willing to pay to keep costs easily variable or, conversel
the amount of fixity in costs which must be assumed to obtain some othe
economy.
Costs Which are not Revenue- Producing
When we think of overhead in the sense of being nonproductive costs in co
trast to direct value - adding costs, we are off an entirely different track. Neve
theless, this idea, too, appears to be a useful one, for it is the lever in ma
types of managerial studies aimed at total cost reduction. The trend towar
using "specialists" in what are called "functional organizations" usually involv
an increase in nonproduction overhead costs.
Let us examine a homely example of cost reduction which demonstrates th
In a plant it is discovered that highly -paid production operators are spending
considerable portion of their time sweeping the chips away from the machin
The decision is made to find a more efficient way to perform this task. O
method might be that of installing chip- breakers on the machines, building gr
ings in the floor, and installing a conveyor system to carry away the brok
366
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chips. Nonproduction costs would have increased and costs having higher elements of fixity would have increased. But if the project was soundly conceived,
the saving in operator's time would more than make up for the added expense,
either through a revenue difference or a cost difference or both. A second way of
solving the problem might have been that of hiring an unskilled laborer at a
low hourly rate to circulate around the production floor sweeping off the machines, sweeping the floor, and toting away the chips. Overhead in the form of
nonproduction costs would have increased, but again the same type of savings
might be realized.

Studies of when to incur this type of overhead take place in many industrial
situations and occur whenever it is felt that total costs may be reduced by an increase in the division of labor. More sophisticated studies which are aimed at increasing the effectiveness of direct labor may sometimes become sufficiently detailed so that the amount of time an operator spends "doing" as contrasted to
"making ready" and "putting away" is analyzed. In some studies of operator
efficiency in high production industries, the nonproductive work of a direct labor

operator is considered in the same mental framework as any other nonproductive
labor, and analyses are made in such detail that both the left and right hands are
kept employed the maximum percentage of time on "do" work to reduce the
"overhead" which would otherwise result from having one hand partially
unemployed.
A Closer View of Ki nds o f "No np ro duc ti ve" Cos ts

There are at least five things which are important about the type of thinking
vhich goes on when costs are classed as productive or nonproductive. In the first
dace, the degree or extent to which a given cost is nonproductive has nothing to
lo with its importance. The operation of the company's boiler plant may be just
.s important as the operation of productive machinery. Nonproductive costs cerainly justify as much managerial attention as any other type of cost.

The second thing which we should note is that whether or not a cost is non � roductive, has little or not hin g t o d o with either its fixity or the degree to

�

hich it tends to be time- based. It is indeed possible that some nonproductive
penditures, such as the cost of supplying music on the assembly floor and
any other so- called costs of intangible benefit, are easier to vary than many
her more direct and productive costs. Historically, overhead costs have been
ought of as being the costs incident to the establishment of the enterprise, so
at nonproductive costs were usually costs with high elements of fixity. The
mpanionship may exist in some cases still but it is not a necessary relationship.
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The third characteristic which we should note about nonproductive overhead
is that the cost may often have been there before but was disguised or unnoticed. Just because overheads are low does not mean that we are efficient. In
our example of the chips an increase in overhead accompanied an increase in efficiency. Someone was sweeping up the chips before but the cost was not easily
identifiable as a separate item.
The fourth factor which we might note is that many types of overhead increases involve the swapping of proven dollars and cents for returns which are
more or less intangible. As examples, proving the value of such an undertaking
as a public relations program or even the value of an entire department, such as
an employee relations department, may sometimes be exceedingly difficult. This
tends to make many companies casual about adding such costs during periods
of prosperity or during eras of high taxes and, contrariwise, to be more than

short - sighted during lean periods.
A fifth interesting aspect of nonproductive costs might be called the lead -lag
relationship. Let us suppose that nonproductive costs are increased by the addition of a group to carry out a quality control program. After overhead has been
increased by the addition of this group, it may be several months or even several
years before the improvement in manufacturing techniques which results from
better control of quality, provides any real savings. It may be necessary to spend
money quite a while before the returns are found. The results take time.
However, should the firm strike a period of declining output or should there
be a demand for expense reduction, it is possible to remove the cost of the
quality control group completely by "firing" all the personnel in the depart.
anent. Here the effect resembles the removal of vitamins from our diet because
we do not go blind immediately after failing to receive vitamin A. The company continues with rather good quality control procedures for several months
Gradually, however, techniques become confused as new products are added anc
manufacturing methods change, and soon the firm is nearly back to its original

condition.
Because of this lead -lag relationship, it is possible for managers of consult,
ing firms, seeking a "quick kill," to bring about immediate savings to a firm
the expense of its long -run position. This is also what happens to many fir
when they are in financial difficulties and must effect wholesale reductions in
penditures. One can often observe firms which have continually suffered fro
a management which will not take a long view. One can also observe instant
of over -ripe industrial bureaucracy which cry out for the strong wind of
realistic and candid management.
368
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Costs Not Direct to Units of Production
We have suggested that a fourth concept of overhead is that it consists of
those costs which must be distributed by some means or other over the production of the firm rather than applied directly to some sort of time card, material
ticket, or job order. These costs are often indirect in the sense that they are nonproductive but this is not necessarily so.
Functionally, we might view an inspector in department 32B who spends full
time inspecting part 11,731 as overhead in the sense that he adds no value to
the product. However, this item of expense is easily collected accounting -wise
and directly applied to the production of part 11,731. In the same department,
however, we might have an employee who spends full time removing the burrs
from parts as they come out of a series of operations. This man, as far as the
process is concerned, is truly a productive worker, yet he might be working on
any one of two dozen different job orders during the course of one day. Accounting -wise, his labor is likely to be considered indirect and prorated or distributed by one means or another against the individual products or job orders.
Time -based costs or fixed costs are often thought of as being the same as
these indirect costs but neither is this true in every case. "Plant No. 2" may
make just one product, so that all the costs of owning and maintaining it may
be easily allocated to this product. The personnel department, on the other hand,
is a nonproductive indirect cost which need have no more elements of fixity in
its cost structure than a producing department, although properly allocating its
cost may be quite involved.
It is a desirable thing that functionally nonproductive costs and costs which
are indirect in the accounting sense be kept separate, for they mean two entirely
different things and each one poses a different managerial problem. The separation of productive from nonproductive costs is a useful managerial tool in total
cost reduction. There is likewise a considerable frontier in the allocation or distribution of costs and expenses which do not by simple means apply themselves
to those portions of the company's output to which they contributed. We need
not labor the point that greater precision in prorating these expenses, more immediate proration, and proration at less expense are arts which should improve
steadily, and seem to be doing so.
Costs Incurred to Improve Production
Our fifth version of overhead is probably a nonproductive form and is usually
indirect in the accounting sense, but it is of an entirely different nature from
either of these in their simple forms in that it is,of a capital nature rather than
DECEMBER, 1950
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of an expense nature. In essence, it resembles the purchase of a machine, which
is an "asset acquisition" outlay, the usual purpose of which is to reduce labor
costs in manufacture. Whether our estimates of useful life from which we derive
the accounting cost of running this machine are correct or not, the cost of owning this machine is in fact absorbed by the products which are made by it during its lifetime.
The same absorption of costs must occur in a new method of production developed by an industrial engineering department. The cost of developing that
method must be absorbed in the products which are made by that method. The
questions which one must ask to determine whether the development of a new
plant layout is worth while are the same which one must ask when one purchases a machine. Such questions as how long will the product be made, what
is likely to be its total volume, and at what rates of output it is likely to be
manufactured, must be answered to prove that this "asset" is worth acquiring.
It is thinking of the type involved in product and process improvement which
is the basis for a great deal of our modern mass production, for mass production is characterized by the use of much machinery in the process and much preplanning of the layout and methods, so that products are manufactured with
small amounts of labor.
A mass production plant, for example, will often differ from a nonmass production plant making the same product in that the mass production plant will
have a cost "sandwich" which consists of low direct labor cost, low indirect
overheads, but perhaps high overhead costs of the process and methods engineering nature. The nonmass producer, on the other hand, might have considerably
less of the preparatory types of overhead but would probably have more immediate nonproduction overhead in the form of materials handlers, stock chasers, trouble shooters, gang leaders and so forth. The amount of total overhead
in each plant per piece produced might not differ greatly but, in a mass production plant, much of the overhead will have been spent in preparation for
manufacture.
The interesting thing about this "preparation for manufacture" overhead is
pointed up when one reflects that it is a very difficult thing to turn on a methods
department for three weeks to study the motions involved in a given operation
and then to turn off the department and place it in the miscellaneous file. Rather
we must usually maintain departments of this type on a continuing basis and
spread their activities over the preparation of techniques for new products and
in improving manufacturing techniques of products already being made.
The effects of these departments result in what are properly assets and the
370
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type of thinking which must go into justifying this type of department must

consist of continually measuring its performance against the length of production runs, the standardization of the firm's processes, and the stability of design
of the firm's products. This is a considerably more involved rationale than that
which is used in the simple comparisons of different expense alternatives. It is

not, perhaps, hard to do when the manufacture of a new product is contemplated
and we assess the cost involved in getting manufacture under way, but when

existing products and processes are altered and improved by the various forms
:)f industrial engineering, there is a tendency simply to compare monthly totals
of expenses. This does not reflect the facts of the situation fairly.

Costs Representative of Staff Groups

The invention of a terminological distinction between "line" and "staff"
seems to have had both its good and its bad effects. The separation of responsi)ility for doing from responsibility for assisting, planning, or seeing has been
)ne of the major tools for what is sometimes called modern or "scientific"

management. Exactly what constitutes "staff," however, and what should be its
.elation to the "line" seem to have been the cause of unending academic diaectics and considerably practical bickering in industrial situations. Certainly the
tendency to call those in a staff position simply overhead and to view their positions with suspicion, is unfortunate.
Nevertheless, the fact that many forms of overhead are of a staff nature does
, ive rise to one circumstance which is of great managerial importance. By and
arge the generalization is supportable that staff groups are responsible for makng changes in facilities and systems, whereas line groups are responsible for
he operation of given facilities or systems. One reason for the development of
,o many staff groups in industry is to insure progress and to combat the tendency
)f all humans to become established in their ways and to resist change by one
neans or another. It is this tendency on the part of the average human to be:ome settled in a given pattern which causes much of the difficulty with many
taff groups.

A separate tool department, for example, is formed to assure progress in the
� rm's�tooling�and�the�use�of�the�most�up�-to�-date�tools,�dies,�jigs,�and�fixtures.
this new department, however, soon becomes settled down in a given orbit,
d, if it is desired to effect a major change in the firm's processing activities, it
ay be necessary to start up a new group, perhaps called a process engineering
ivity. The new group starts out with a great deal of initial determination and
al and, after making some rather substantial progress, begins to settle down
E C E M B E R , 1950
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and rest on its laurels. If, after several years, it becomes apparent that further
major progress in the process area is needed, some new group will be added to
the firm's staff structure, possibly called the production engineering group.
This tendency of humans to settle down and to rest on their laurels has led
more than one commentator and writer in the field of industrial organization to
suggest, possibly with tongue in cheek, that the thing to do with all so- called
"improvement" staff groups is to "fire" them after two years and get new
groups. The extent to which much overhead is of a staff and especially of an im.
provement nature complicates the control of many forms of overhead and, when
the overheads are of an outlay or a preparatory nature, the justification involved
in maintaining many of these expenses is indeed roundabout.
For Intelligent Approach to Control of Overhead Costs

At the outset of our discussion we mentioned that perhaps the most commor
attitude towards overhead was to be against it. Perhaps by now we may suggest
that overhead is not so much something to be met with any blanket attitude as it
is a number of things which present different managerial problems and whicl
may be used in different ways for different purposes.
The separation of costs which would vary with output from those that woulc
remain fixed during any given period, has demonstrated itself to be a useful too.
in managerial planning and in economic analysis. The study of how hard cost!
are to vary and what prices one should pay to keep an easily variable cost strut
ture, is a valuable part of good managerial thinking. Improvements in the con
cept of the division of labor with resulting increases in what we call nonproduc
tive overhead, should be viewed in the light of total company effectiveness ant
not in the light of any particular segment of costs. The exigencies of cost report
ing with its accompanying uncertainties in allocating costs when they do no
apply directly, should not be allowed to confuse our thinking about where cost
actually do occur. Indirect costs which must be absorbed in later productior
present several challenges to our thinking. Likewise, the staff nature of man,
kinds of overhead, demands that we study the effectiveness of our organizatior
with a long rather than a short view.
When we discuss sin it is well to be sure whether we are concerned with hav
ing missed church on Sunday in order to get in a golf game or whether we are
concerned with a habitual involvement in serious crime. Just so much an intelli
gent approach to the control of overhead costs be concerned with exactly wha
form of overhead is under consideration. Blanket denuniciamentos of sin appe
to be relatively useless and so are blanket policies which stem solely from t
use of the catch -all word — overhead.
372
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Ratio Analysis Calls for Internal Standards
by GEORGE W. FRANK
Instructor in Cost Accounting, Wharton School of Finance and Commerce, Philadelphia, Pa.

It is in part the theme of this article that ratio analysis has undeservedly suffered as a management tool from more or lest exclusive
identification with the work of the credit or investment analyst. The
author recommends selective individualized ratio analysis to implement financial and cost control.

or ratio analysis enters into an accounting
discussion or is reviewed in a text, the usual treatment accorded it is to
indicate briefly what ratios are, to derive a few well known ratios, and then to
go into great detail as to the inescapable deficiencies of ratio analysis of financial
statements. As a consequence, more often than not, the general idea is conveyed
that ratios are not to be taken too seriously. The purpose of this paper will be to
show how management, as distinct from outside analysts, can use standard ratios
and how the process of ratio analysis can benefit management in its quest for efficient and profitable operation of the enterprise. Through the use of ratios it
should prove possible to set up standards to control receivables, inventories,
fixed assets, capitalization and profits of a business, just as it is possible to set
up standards and budget allowances to control operating costs.

W

HENEVE R THE TOPIC OF R ATIOS

Selected Ratios for Selected Problems
The trouble has been, in part, that ratios are ordinarily considered from the
viewpoint of the potential creditor or investor. However, ratios can never be as
useful to these groups as to management because neither creditors nor investors
have access to all necessary and pertinent figures and neither can know all the
circumstances behind the total figures on which the ratio computations are
based. Management, on the other hand, is in an incomparably better position in
this regard. Management personnel can select ratios on the basis of known usefulness in the light of the circumstances under which the company operates and
any ratio levels set as standard will reflect particular judgment of these circumstances. This is a totally different matter from an attempt to use ratios as diagnostic tools applied by investment analysts, bankers, and economists.
Ratio analysis as a process is concerned with selective development of standard
percentage relationships —in each case between two figures whose quotient has
sound indicative value— comparison with corresponding ratios computed from
succeeding financial statements, noting of differences, and then investigation of

I DE C E M B E R,
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the differences to ascertain reasons for variations from standard. For this presentation, in order not to limit its usefulness to any particular industry or enterprise, ratios are considered which are designed to reveal and help remedy common business ailments, selecting ills identified by Stephen Gilman (Analyzing
Fnnancial Statements, Ronald Press) as: overinvestment in receivables, inventories, or fixed assets, insufficient capital, and insufficient profits. The use of
ratios is intended to assist in keeping the enterprise in equilibrium at these
points. The procedure, which is perhaps more common, of presenting ratios as
balance sheet ratios, income statement ratios, and interstatement ratios, is not
followed.
The ratios available for use are many. Their usefulness depends upon the
significance of the relationship they attempt to reveal, including the degree of
logic in relating the items involved. Consequently, the ratios selected here to
shed light on overinvestment in the several classes of assets and lack of capital
and profits, are those believed by most financial analysts to be logical for these
purposes. They are not presented with the idea that they are the best in all
cases. Every analyst is privileged to invent any sort of ratio he desires and to include in any element of a ratio whatever values he may desire. The following
ratios are thought to be representative of those suitable for inquiring into the
health of a business enterprise in the areas which have been mentioned: current
ratio, receivable turnover, merchandise turnover, sales to fixed assets, net worth
to fixed assets, net worth to debt, sales to net worth, net operating profit to sales,
gross profit to sales, and individual operating expenses to sales ratios. They are
considered in turn in connection with the potential maladjustments which they
are intended to be instrumental in controlling.
Our procedure in each case is to outline the derivation of the ratio, the logic
behind it, and to discuss its usefulness. The construction of underlying figures is
not given principal attention. Detail of items to be included in current assets,
fixed assets, sales, debt, net worth, etc., is left to a separate study. The approach
is general in the sense that each ratio and its capabilities as an indicator is considered with the thought in mind that in actual practice, ratio selection would be
preceded by a management study of the characteristics of the enterprise in order
to determine which ratios have meaning. Management should understand the
significance of the items involved in the various relationships and should realize
that different interpretations are possible under different circumstances, before
deciding what ratios are to be used and what items are to be contained in each.
Different problems and different degrees of the seriousness of such problems
naturally demand different considerations.
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Measurement of Receivables Lag
An overinvestment in receivables is usually the result of too liberal trading
or lax collections. Analysis, therefore, should be made to determine whether
either of these conditions exists. The use of the current ratio, the merchandise
inventory to receivables ratio, and the receivables turnover ratio will generally
indicate such an overinvestment, if either or both of the conditions are present.
The current ratio is found by dividing the current assets by the current liabilities. Any increase or decrease in this ratio is usually due to changes in either the
receivables or inventory balances. Consequently, management's use of the current ratio is not so much to determine its liquid position, the customary outsider's use of this ratio, but to study the investments in receivables and inventories. Wall and Duning (Ratio Analysis of Financial Statements, Harper
Bros.,) also suggest the use of what they term the merchandise to receivables
ratio which is derived by dividing the inventory total by the total of trade accounts and notes receivable. The resulting ratio expresses the relationship between inventory, a cost item, and receivables, a selling price item, which together form the predominating factor in the total of current assets. This ratio
can be used to indicate whether either merchandise or receivables preponderate
in the current assets. The ratio when used in this manner is useful as a means
of indicating an overinvestment in either receivables or inventories.

in

The receivables turnover ratio is secured by dividing annual net sales by the
total of the trade accounts and notes receivable. The logic behind the use of this
relationship is that the amount of uncollected receivables should be in a reasonable proportion to the sales volume, since the receivables are the direct result of
selling activity. The lowering of the turnover ratio is one signal of the maladjustment here being considered, over- investment
customer credit.
A variant of this ratio is often used. Since receivables represent a collection
time lag relating to the practice of selling on terms rather than for instant cash,
the uncollected amount may be expressed as a certain number of days' sales outstanding and may be watched in comparison to the regular terms of the company, e.g. thirty days. The procedure is first to determine the average daily sales,
perhaps by dividing the annual sales by 300. The result is then divided into aggregate receivables to give the number of days' sales which they represent. The
lower this ratio is with reference to the usual credit terms, the less likely is it
that receivables are accumulating, within the total, any volume of old and
valueless accounts. Thus it is possible to watch for too liberal trading and lax
collection, the primary causes of an overinvestment in receivables.
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Are Inventories Too High?
The current and merchandise inventory to receivables ratio are also tests for
proper inventory volume. In the analysis of the current ratio, consideration is as
readily given to the effect of inventory changes on its fluctuations as to the effect of changes in the receivables component. A relationship can also be formulated between the receivables and inventory balances which, when studied, will
reveal whether an enterprise has a preponderance of either among its current
assets.
The merchandise turnover ratio and its corollary, the sales to merchandise
relationship, are other ratios which may be effectively used by management in
its analysis of inventory investments. The merchandise turnover ratio is derived
by dividing the cost of goods sold by the average of the opening and closing
merchandise inventory balances. The higher the turnover, the greater the merchandising capacity displayed by the enterprise. High turnover is likewise practical witness to freshness, salability, and liquid value, of the inventory as a
whole. This ratio, when used with a good understanding of the various factors
involved, in the case of each company, is a useful index of merchandising efficiency and a fair preliminary test for overinvestment in inventory.
A variant of the merchandise turnover ratio, which can be useful if properly
handled, is the sales to merchandise ratio. This ratio is obtained by dividing annual net sales by the closing merchandise inventory. It expresses a relationship
between sales and merchandise which, while not a computation of physical turnover, may serve as a comparison of turnover from year to year. Again, the
higher the ratio the greater is the positive indication of merchandising capacity
and the stronger the implication of soundness in the component values of the
inventory in its entirety. The ratio, while it does not give a merchandise turnover figure, may be used as a quick test to disclose situations in which a company may be overinventoried. It is based on the assumption that business consists
of purchasing or manufacturing merchandise to meet the demands of the buying public and that, consequently, there should be a consistent relationship between merchandise and sales. Application of the ratio, as of the turnover ratio,
itself, may be extended to apply to sections of the inventory. This is in line with
the practical requirement that inventory quantities be balanced to meet a high
percentage of customer demand at all times.
Proportionate Investment in Fixed Assets
An overinvestment in fixed assets can become a serious problem for, unlike an
overinvestment in either receivables or inventories which —once recognized —can
often be remedied promptly, the maladjustment reflected in having too much
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capital tied up in fixed assets cannot usually be corrected so quickly. The ratio
approach to the analysis of fixed assets should be to determine whether such assets are being efficiently employed from period to period and also whether the
net worth of the company bears a satisfactory relationship to the total fixed assets. The ratios of sales to fixed assets and net worth to fixed assets are suggested
as possible methods of investigating these two aspects of the fixed capital situation. They can be useful in analyzing a company's present position in these regards and can also be used in management's calculations when consideration is
being given to the possible expansion of fixed assets. The latter use is perhaps
more timely to the function of control but the former use may not be without
effectiveness.
The total amount of fixed assets divided into annual net sales will give the
sales to fixed assets ratio of a particular company. The justification of an investment in fixed assets is based on the achievement of a profitable sales volume
figure. The fixed assets and the sales of a company bear a significant relationship to each other in that the fixed assets are the productive assets and the sales
volume of a company is the ultimate measure of production. It is evident that,
unless sales volume is at a level to yield a reasonable return, the investment is
unsound and the funds could have been better placed elsewhere. In other words,
an overinvestment in fixed assets exists. Dollars of sales (with gross and net
profit percentages known) per dollar of fixed asset investment will tell something about the yield on capital and hence the economic soundness of the investment in fixed assets.
The ratio of net worth to fixed assets is determined by dividing net worth by'
the amount of fixed assets. Fixed assets should be financed primarily from owned
capital of an enterprise, a point tested by this ratio which expresses the proportion between the owned capital and the money tied up in fixed assets. The higher
this ratio, the more liquid is the net worth of the company. The reasonableness
of relating net worth and fixed assets lies in the premise that, from the original
investment and from reinvestment of profits, management secures funds from
which initial fixed assets and those representing plant expansion, are purchased.
The original investment and such profits are in the nature of capital until returned or distributed and thus are part of the net worth of the company. Nowadays it may also take retained profits to fund replacements of original plant and
this must be considered in using the net worth to fixed assets ratio.
Sufficiency of and Return on Capitalization
Perhaps the most common of all business ailments is that of insufficient capital
and, in many instances, especially in the case of smaller concerns, this may be
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the result of management's attempt to please the stockholders through the payment of dividends, instead of leaving profits in the business and building up the
net worth of the firm. To prevent this from happening, management should
keep close tabs on the ratio of net worth to debt, for this ratio will indicate the
relationship between the amount of capital put up by the creditors and the
amount of capital provided by the investor. However, management not only has
to consider the problem of sufficiency of capital but must also see that, once
capital is made available, the return is reasonable and is maintained. Hence still
another ratio, that of sales to net worth will in part provide the data as to the
productivity of a company's net worth and at the same time will serve as a test
of "overtrading ", i.e. the building up of sales volume which requires assumption of heavy liabilities to sustain.
The net worth to debt ratio, is derived by dividing net worth by total debt.
The ratio expresses the proportion existing between the capital owned and the
capital loaned to the enterprise. There is a definite similarity between the -net
worth and debt of a firm in that both represent capital used by management.
The danger of insufficient ownership capital rests in the fact that management
might build up the volume of business to such an extent that it must at all times
use borrowed capital to support it.
Dislocation or disproportion between net worth and debt from this cause can
become so great that any important withdrawal of outside capital would destroy
the business. Or possibly the fixed interest charges for use of this capital may
become excessively high. An investigation of unfavorable changes in the ratio
of net worth to debt should help prevent such a situation from arising. The second ratio mentioned above bears on the prospects of investors in the company.
Capital is invested in any enterprise in the hope of realizing a substantial return
on the investment. The probability of such a return is largely dependent upon a
reasonable activity of the investment and a measure of such activity is the sales
volume of the enterprise. Hence, the reasoning process behind relating sales to
net worth. This relationship is computed by dividing annual net sales by net
worth.
A corollary use of this ratio may assist in maintaining vigilance against over trading. Careful combination of policies of selling merchandise on a very thin
margin, moving it rapidly and offering extraordinary discounts to spur rapid collection, may result in a company's building up a very much larger volume of
business in relation to its own capital, or net worth, than is usual. While this is
expert management if prudently done, any factor which subsequently arises to
retard sales or collections might very quickly make it necessary to secure more
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capital. Whenever the ratio of sales to net worth goes beyond a reasonable relationship, there is always the possibility that overtrading exists. Thus it might be
said that there are certain minimum and maximum limits within which changes
in the sales to net worth ratio ought to remain, the minimum limit pointing to a
poor return on the capital investment and the maximum limit indicating the
danger of overtrading.
Ratios for the Profit and Loss Statement
In seeking to find out why inadequate profits exist management will, as part
of its investigation, study the income statement figures and consider such relationships as net operating profit to sales, gross profit to sales, and individual
operating expenses to sales.
The ratio of net operating profit to sales is computed by division of these two
factors. The amount of the net operating profit may be held to reveal the profitableness of sales. Yet this profit figure must be related to sales for the volume of
business done, for the volume of profits in dollars is only a superficial test of
efficient or profitable operation. It is the relationship of these profits to the total
business done, as measured on the base of the sales figure, which partly determine the sufficiency of profits.
Once the relationship of net operating profit to sales has been determined,
the next step is to analyze the component parts of the income statements, i.e. to
establish the relationships between gross profit and sales and between operating
expenses and sales. The supplementing of the net operating profit to sales ratio
with these two relationships should give management a complete analytical
picture of the income statement.
Gross profit is divided by net sales to secure the gross profit to sales ratio.
The principal use of this ratio is to indicate whether or not a change in the relationship has taken place and, if so, the degree of such a change. This then leads
to an analysis of the possible reasons behind such a change, which in turn necessitates a careful consideration of the sales and cost of sales figures of the company, the two items involved in the ratio and the two most important elements
of the income statement.
Each of these variables, however, is affected by two forces i.e. commodity
volume and price. The effect of each force must be isolated in a complete analysis. The influence of changes in the price level from one period to the other
must be given prominent consideration when comparisons are being made, not
only with respect to comparison between ratios derived from successive income
statements but also with respect to other ratios where a change in the price level
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might be an influencing factor. The influence of price level changes can often be
eliminated for practical purposes by the process of adjusting the data involved,
through the use of a representative price index.
There is a very important relationship existing between operating expenses
and the volume of sales. The analysis of individual operating expense items in
relation to the sales volume should reflect the ability of the management to adjust expenses to varying sales conditions. Each expense is computed as a certain
percentage of sales and this figure is compared with the similar prior periods
percentage or with some standard figure and any increase or decrease noted. The
variation so disclosed is considered in the light of change in sales volume and,
if it is out of line, the reason is then ferreted out. In this manner management
should be able to learn what expenses, if any, are contributing to the insufficiency
of profits.
Use of Internal Standards of Comparison
Some of the principal subjects to which management may apply ratio analysis
and a selection of applicable ratios, have been covered in the preceding sections
of this article. As noted at the start, the use of ratio analysis has been primarily
in the hands of those who have only published financial data to go on. Hence,
externally developed standards of comparison have commonly been used. From
the point of view of an individual company, these may be extremely faulty, although both external standards have their uses.
In a measure, fortunately, internal standards are the easiest to develop. They
are based solely upon data for the subject company. The standard selected may
reflect the accounting data for a single period, it may be an average for a number of periods, or it may be still differently arrived at. Past performance in a
particular organization usually provides the principal basis for the construction
of internal standards. Such standards are of the greatest significance in regulating the operating efficiency of an enterprise, for they add to available measures
by which to gauge the success of past operations, provide further guides by which
to appraise present performance quickly and, finally, set goals by which to judge
future estimates. The development of these internal standards must have close
connection with budgeted operations, for the two go hand in hand. In fact, the
setting of internal standards might well be regarded as rounding out the budgeting process and supplying significant tests which might not otherwise be
included.
With the use of internal standard ratios as the means of effecting comparisons,
ratio analysis of financial statements becomes a valuable aid to management.
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These standards will be meaningful because management, when setting them
up, has decided what items to watch and what ratios to use. Management personnel know what figures and totals are incorporated in the respective ratios
used and also why such items were included. When it comes time to compare
these internal standard ratios with the ratios derived from current operating
figures, the divergences will be that much easier to investigate. In the use of such
ratios, rule of thumb procedure graduates to science, for the selection of ratios
and the setting of standard levels for them are subject to frequent and considered revision.
It should be stressed that internal ratios do not have the weaknesses of external ratios representing industry averages and with respect to which the basis
of computation is often dark. Such external ratios may be important in many instances. However, they are not to be used as operating standards by a particular
enterprise. Adopting external standards as operating guides can be considered
in the same category with applying average budgeted figures of an industry to a
specific firm within the industry, which is not the practical nor the intended application of such figures.
Ratio Analysis Merits Attention
The present attitude, one of inattention or —at best — indecision, toward the
usefulness of ratios appears to stem from the fact that, generally, when ratios
are discussed, too much attention is devoted to the use of external standards for
industries as a whole or for classifications of companies, as the means of comparison. Insufficient thought is given to the use of internal standard ratios as
bona fide standards to be met by management if the enterprise is to be operated
efficiently and profitably. Furthermore, only too often inquiry into the usefulness
of ratios is confined to their serviceability in credit or investment investigations,
investigations in which the analysts are not in possession of all necessary figures
which would lead to proper interpretations, and thus cannot rely heavily on the
ratios. This deterrent to the usefulness of ratios is not present when ratios are
used by management, which is in possession of complete data and is in a position to develop individualized internal standards.
In cost accounting and budgeting, internal standards are used as a means of
control through comparisons indicative of the quality of performance. So too, it
should be possible to set up standards with similar indicative potentialities in
respect of the control of receivables, inventories, fixed assets, capitalization, and
profits of a business. Through the use of such standards, management can be
told why the various relationships regarded as being important are not at the
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percentage levels at which they should stand. Like all standards, these serve as
a measuring device to call attention to variations. Just as in the operations of an
effective system of budgetary control actual figures are compared with budgeted
figures, the ratios derived from actual operating figures are compared with
standard ratios, internally constructed. The two methods of analysis are very
closely related, the budget being used to control detailed operations while the
use of standard ratios represents an attempt to make sure certain profit making
relationships within an enterprise are maintained or strengthened.
Means to an End
Since the ratio analysis process is an overall process of investigation, the
ratios are best understood when considered as a group rather than individually.
This gives rise to the necessity of not only comparing the ratios with the standards but also of relating the ratios one to the other (as well as with more
general forces at work in the business world), in order that the ratio application in its entirety may result in a more complete and comprehensive picture of
the enterprise's operations. Management, knowing what items are likely to
cause the ratios to vary from the standard, can analyze such items with some degree of confidence and then determine which of them have caused the
variations.
It is not denied that the use of ratios and the implications accompanying each
must be completely understood before any attempt to use them effectively is
practicable. Perhaps it will be argued that, by not discussing here what have
been termed the fine points with respect to the various items and amounts to be
used for derivation of the respective ratios, the real difficulties of employment
of ratio analysis have been overlooked. It may be doubted that this objection is
valid. Management is, at once, the originator of operations and the architect of
the procedures and accounts. Its analysts would first of all decide what ratios are
to be used and why.
In conclusion it might be well to emphasize 'a point brought out in most discussions of ratio analysis. R is a point of equal applicability to all types of
operating analyses. There must be a realization that the ratio analysis process
will indicate conditions requiring attention but will not, without supplementary
inquiry, provide the reason for such conditions and certainly will not in itself
effect the remedy. Ratio analysis, as herein presented, is not an end; it is one
means to an end — efficient and profitable operation of an enterprise.
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A Critique of Cost Center Size and Account Detail
by Harlan W hite
Office Manager, Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Louisville, Ky.

Small cost centers and an excess of detailed cost accounts form a two
dimensional definition of unnecessary volume in the handling of records and preparation of reports, according to the present author. He
contends, among other things, that the use of summary figures and
interpretative reports is indicative of maturity in accounting and
management.

in the mechanics of
cost accounting and one which relates closely both to the cost and the usefulness of information provided by the cost system. The caption over the letter
by Marion H. Simpsen which appeared just over a year ago in the November,
1949, issue of the Bulletin read "How Small Should Cost Centers Be? and must
have struck a great many accountants as an exceedingly pertinent question.
Whatever the ideal, cost centers are often very small indeed in actual practice
and consequently run to a very long list even in modest -sized plants. Mr. Simpsen implies that they are often too small.
In this belief, he concurs with James A. Campbell, whose article, "Common
Sense Budgeting for Manufacturing Expenses" in the Bulletin for July 1, 1949
warns against bogging down in detail. Mr. Campbell points out not only that
cost centers are frequently too small and therefore too numerous but also that
the expense accounts within cost centers are similarly too numerous. He reports
having seen cost centers with fifty or more cost accounts where a fraction of that
number would suffice.

T

HIS ARTICLE DEALS WI T H A VERY PRACTICAL MAT TER

Detail Runs Quickly to Volume
With such detailed cost classification, a schedule of expenses for a single plant
might run to three or four pages three feet long. Well, suppose it does. What is
wrong with that? I believe an examination of the nature and purposes of cost
centers will make clear that there is plenty wrong with such a result.
We may define cost centers (the term "department" will also be used in this
article as synonymous with "center ") as units or organization set apart for the
purposes of: (1) control of cost and (2) accounting application of these costs.
The accumulation of costs by centers can be portrayed geometrically as a rectangular figure in order to get a picture of increase in cost assembly volume with
increase in number of cost centers and accounts. The horizontal dimension repDE C E M B E R, 1 9 5 0
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resents the number of cost centers and the vertical dimension the chart or detail of accounts. Exhibit 1 will show the idea. It makes clear that what we are
dealing with is simply the extent to which we should go in classifying and summarizing cost information for the records, which is all cost accumulation really
is.

THE TWO DIMENSIONS OF ACCOUNT DETAIL

Account

Department 1

Department _2

Department- I

1
2

3
h

Cost reports
to Management
Cost accumulation

Work in Process Work in Process Work in Process
Product A
Product B
Product C

EXHIBIT 1

Although our diagram suggests a process cost system, a similar graphic representation would be equally valid for job order costs or standard costs. Presumably each department in this illustration is under a single head responsible for
the cost incurred. Therein lies the cost control function of cost centers. Also,
each department is closeable to a single ledger account. Here the function is accounting application.
The High Cost of Reading Reports
Referring to our geometrical analogy, we may note that the size of any final
cost figure depends upon the size of the department and upon the size of the account. The number of individual figures will, of course, vary inversely to the
magnitudes of departments and accounts. Obviously, the more subdivided the
classifications, the smaller will be the figures produced and the more detailed the
message delivered. One might possibly suppose then that, if we make the departments and expense accounts infinitely small and the number of figures infinitely large, the resulting reports to management will be infinitely informative.
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The fact is that all good things must be weighed against their cost. There are
two costs related to figures in reports, one more commonly recognized than the
other. The cost of producing detailed reports is frequently, if not adequately,
taken note of and certainly limits the amount of detail which may practicably be
issued. I think, however, that even more important than the cost of production
of figures is the cost of their consumption, that is, of reading and digesting them
by members of management. This second cost probably increases approximately
with the cube of the number of figures or in some such steeply ascending ratio.
As we continue to add detail, the cost of reading becomes prohibitive and, with
the best of intentions, we publish at great expense reports which nobody reads.
What sets out to tell all, tells nothing.
This argument tends to the conclusion that the dimensions of each of our cost
classifications should be large. Where summary figures can be used without
heavy sacrifice of information, we should use summary figures. Despite this
rather obvious conclusion, excessive detail is common in present -day accounting.
The explanation probably lies in the frequently told story of accounting evolution in a typical company.
As the story generally runs, it is pointed out that, in its infancy, the business
has no detailed cost information. Its management either does not need details or
at least is not aware of the need. Growth brings with it increased detail for each
individual operation and new operations added to the process bring new detail.
Perhaps, this multiplication of detail is in part due to the very fact of unfamiliarity with the larger volumes and the new operations as they come along.
A tendency arises toward detailed accounting classification with which to educate
the executives of the business in current situations.
As the enterprise matures, however, its personnel also matures in knowledge
of operations and costs. Empirical data on past costs, combined with knowledge
gained from extensive time and motion study, make it possible to judge performance on the basis of a few figures rather than on the basis of many. In other
words, the maturity of the business and of its management permit the consolidation of detail into meaningful summarizations.
Thus, the story appears to have a happy ending but, as a matter of fact, accounting often fails to mature. The habits of adolescence are slow to go. Let us
look more specifically at what may happen and how to react effectively to it.
Reversing the Trend: Consolidation of Cost Centers
Picture a small distillery located by a clear cool stream in the hills. Owned by
one man, it can in one day turn a few hundred bushels of neighborhood grain
into a few hundred gallons of whiskey, which is forthwith sold, barreled, and
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shipped. Costs are accumulated in the owner's head and the entire plant is
treated as a single cost center. For example, the proprietor is not concerned about
the firewood it takes to keep his still boiling.
Perhaps years later he does care what it costs to run the boilers he has built
to accommodate his enlarged and modernized distillery. Besides the power
house, he has added a few warehouses, a bottling plant, and equipment for recovering the spent grain. Each expansion has required new cost centers. Those
just mentioned are reasonable enough and may be necessary, but the habit of
creating a new cost center for every innovation can lead to such a list as the
following:
I. Milling
2. Oil extraction
3. Cooking
4. Yeasting
5. Fermenting
6. Distilling
7. By- products
8. Cooperage
9. Cistern room
10. Warehouse entry
11. Maturation
12. Warehouse withdrawal

13. Blending
14. Bottling
15. Shipping
16. Steam
17. Compressed air
18. Electricity
19. Water
20. Distilled water
21. Control laboratory
22. Trucking
23. Cafeteria
24. Administration

All of these may be contemplated for a plant spending as little as $ 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 a
month. Some may regard this breakdown as hilarious. Nevertheless, I have
actually seen each of these cost centers in use at one time or another in relatively small plants.
It is easy to point out where the above- listed cost centers may be consolidated.
Centers one through seven are probably all under one head and all are a part of
the cost of one product. These seven cost centers may, therefore, readily be reduced to one, which we might call production. Centers eight through twelve can
similarly be consolidated as warehousing. The shipping center can be merged
into bottling. Centers seventeen and twenty should be arbitrarily eliminated and
buried somewhere, as the costs of distilled water and compressed air are insignificant compared to the major costs of the plant.
Maximum and Minimum Cost Center Size
We can thus see at a glance that the number of cost centers may be readily
reduced from twenty-four to an even dozen, but our ribbing of the poor cost
accountant is not of much practical value unless we can deduce some general
principles of cost classification. We look in vain to professional literature for
help. Authors of texts and handbooks seem to regard the chart of expense
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accounts as something given. Concerning cost centers they do little more than
offer definitions, apparently assuming that to define cost centers is to explain
them.
In establishing principles, we are therefore on our own. We have already
concluded that our cost breakdown figures by centers and accounts should be as
big as practicable but not too big. We have therefore re- phrased the question
cited at the start to read, "How big should cost centers be ?" Two upper limits
are suggested by the basic functions of cost centers.
1.

For effective cost control, a center should not be bigger than the responsibility area of a single department head;

2.

For convenient accounting application, a cost center should not combine
areas the book disposition of which is heterogeneous.

Where these two principles are not compatible, the second should not be
allowed to interfere with the first. When cost control tools are sacrificed to
accounting purposes, the men who run the plant do not get the figures they
need. I once heard a plant manager complain, "The trouble with cost accounting
is that it is done by accountants." He had a valid point. We must first satisfy
the needs of cost control and, having done so, we can always devise special techniques of handling the requirements of accounting application. If necessary we
can stop trying to kill two birds with one stone. We can completely divorce
accounting for the sake of control from accounting for the sake of accounting.
Accounting for the sake of control might appear to dictate absolute adherence
to the first principle stated above. However, as the second principle is modified
for conflicts with the first, the latter also can and should be violated for cause,
i.e., if the resulting distortion is unimportant. Since an amount which is negligible to tweedle -dum may be monumental to tweedle -dee, significance must
be measured in percentages. The question is what is a significant percentage.
Certainly even that depends on the subject matter of the data.
A decline or increase of ten per cent in net sales could affect net profit
tremendously, especially in a modern corporation with heavy fixed charges. On
the other hand, a ten per cent variation in operating expenses might be negligible. I am inclined to think that, in setting cost centers and accountants, the
significance we are trying to nail down lies somewhere between zero and ten
per cent —just where in this range in any particular case, it is hard to say. Certainly one per cent would always be insignificant. If a plant spends one million
dollars a month, there should be no cost center with total charges of less than
$10,000. An operation costing $100,000 would undoubtedly justify the estabDE C E M B E R , 1 9 5 0
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lishment of a cost center, assuming that this operation could not logically be
combined with any other. Somewhere in between these two extremes lies the
dividing line between relative significance and insignificance of amounts.
I must admit that I can formulate no rule good for all times and places and
can only conclude that each case needs to be decided on its own merits. Yet
the guides given above can be successfully followed. Generally speaking, I feel
that, if a cost center runs below ten per cent of the total costs of the plant, consideration should be given to its elimination and that accountants should always
think twice before creating a new cost center of such relative size. On this
matter accounting must borrow from the legal profession a rule of de minimis.
Relative Minimums for Accounts Within Cost Centers
The de minimis rule also applies to expense accounts within cost centers.
Concerning these, I would invoke the same percentages mentioned in connection
with cost centers. Thus, accounts charged with less than a tenth of the total
cost of a department should be carefully scrutinized and there should certainly
never be an account which customarily carries one per cent or less of the total
cost of the center. We consider performance in most operations satisfactory
if actual costs are within ten per cent of the budget, either plus or minus. It
should follow that to be extremely careful in segregating costs more finely
than this, is to be over - meticulous.
In any event, let us avoid a cost classification like the one in the following
example for a steam generator plant:
Account fifles

Cost
$18,921.19
289.71
49.39
166.85
5,263.43
50.00
85.35
23.66
1, 1 37.40
664.26
28.81

Total

$26,680.05

-

-

Coal
Feed water chemicals
Coal hauling
Maintenance Buildings
Maintenance Equipment
Equipment rental
Cleaning supplies
Small tools
Electricity
Water
Miscellaneous

Here again the figures may seem ridiculous to some. However, they are
quoted from power house cost reports which I have seen. Obviously, anyone
could reduce the number of accounts in the above from eleven to four or five
after a few seconds' reflection.
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There Are Principal Expenses in Each Cost Center
An error into which accountants may fall in establishing a chart of accounts
— tending to the above over - extension of detail —is that of making the account
titles too specific. Accountants frequently take note of the fact that in Department No. 1 Supply A is used, in Department No. 2 Supply B is used, etc. and
are likely to come up with cost classifications somewhat like this:
Account

Department No. 1

Supply A
Supply B
Supply C

xxx

Department No. 2

Department No. 3

xxx
m

The sensible thing to do instead is to recognize that each of the departments
incurs a principal type of expense and to create an account with the general
title of factory supplies (or something similar), which will give a cost classification arrangement of this type:
Account

Department No. 1

Department No. 2

Department No. 3

xxx

xxx

xxx

Factory Supplies

/'

Management —high, middle and low —will know that the charge to Department No. 1 is for Supply A and that the charge to Department No. 2 is for
Supply B. The result of the less detail is, therefore, sufficiently clear and the
saving in effort, paper, tabulating cards, or accounting machine time can be
tremendous.
It is plain that any cost center must contain accounts for direct labor, indirect
labor, maintenance, and utilities. Beyond these there may be numerous individual types of expense. Usually, however, there is but one principal additional
item applicable to the operations of a cost center, such as the coal costs of a
power house. One might describe a type of principal expense with an account
title such as direct supplies and expense. Further expenses like cleaning supplies, feed water chemicals, and other minor costs (included in the avoidance
example which has been given) could conveniently be combined and described
as indirect supplies and expense. We might then come out with a chart of
accounts as refreshingly simple as the following:
Direct labor
Indirect labor
Maintenance

Direct supplies and expense
Indirect supplies and expense
Utilities

Perhaps two or three additional accounts might have to be added in extremely
complex centers. Even so, we would still be left much short of the multiplicity
of detail common to many industrial charts of accounts.
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Presentation of Detail Side -Steps Interpretation
Any proposal for consolidation of cost centers and accounts meets with
strong opposition from ultra- conservatives who find it simpler to continue in
the old paths than to think through new ways of meeting the needs of modern
business. They advance in support of their position the familiar arguments
that:
Summary cost classifications will make
necessary endless special analysis. —This
is intended as a devastating objection
but is really only an opinion, wholly unsupported by evidence. It rests on the
assumption that operating management
has not the slightest idea what it spends
money for and obtains that knowledge
only through accounting analyses.
Consolidation of centers and accounts
will make it impossible to perform (say)
Computation X or to prepare Schedule
C. —If so, we should undoubtedly elimi-

nate both X and C. They probably are
not necessary anyway. At least, this
angle is as likely to be a valid approach
as the simple assertion that we must remain equipped to work these items up.
3. Ready comparison with past periods will
be hindered. —This objection is, of
course, a complete adjuration of progress. When we hear sober men making
this argument, it cannot but be wondered
how accounting ever advanced beyond
the tally stick.

One can refute such arguments readily. More important, there is a final
clincher in favor of summary cost classification. Reports to management simply
cannot be made self - explanatory, certainly not through proliferation of detail.
If management is left to draw its own conclusions from our cost data, the conclusions may well be wrong. The accountant must interpret the data. If he
fails to do so, he abdicates his role and the remedy is to get a new accountant,
not to elaborate the accounting system. I sense here a sort of Gresham's law
of accounting. The practice of deluging management with details is a depreciated currency which drives effective accounting out of existence.
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The "Timeductionm Twin Incentive Plan
by ROBERT R. LANGEE
Treasurer, Craig Engineers, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts

The incentive plan described in this article features stimulus to the
worker to apply a maximum portion of time to productive activities
and to achieve a high production level of prescribed quality. All
workers regardless of rate are afforded equal opportunity to earn
"extra" pay based on extra productive effort and, in addition, upward
adjustment of base pay rates actuated by and commensurate with their
production records. Extra compensation is also available to indirect
workers and supervisors.

TIMEDUCTION TWIN INCENTVE PLAN is so organized that extra comT HE
pensation is paid only in proportion to the amount of extra effort expended.
It combines the two basic plans of wage incentive payments: ( 1 ) payment for
the amount of time earned and (2) payment for the amount of work done. The
effect of this combination is to eliminate the shortcomings of the basic methods.
Besides the primary incentive there is also offered a second, or "twin" incentive
in that provision ig made for upward adjustment of base rates of pay when high
efficiency is sustained.
Defects of Earned Your and Piece -Work Incentives
Payment for the amount of time earned (the earned hour method of wage
incentive) makes for wage inequities, hence poor labor relations. For instance,
assume that Workers A and B each saved three hours on the same job or even
on different but equivalent jobs. A gets a day rate of $ 1 .1 0 an hour and B
$0.95 an hour. The bonus to A would be $3.30 and to B $2.85. If time
standards mean anything, both of these workers expended the same amount
of extra effort or job concentration and saved the same amount of time. Yet
one worker got about 16 per cent more bonus than the other, simply because
his hourly rate was higher.
Payment for the amount of work done, better known as piece -work, often
leads to excessive direct labor costs and may prove to be a severe handicap to
management for the following reasons:
I. The workers may peg production at a
level calculated to conceal loose piecework rates and to enable them to maintain easily their daily average for the
week, should their actual production fall
below par for one or more days.
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2. Make -up pay enters into the picture
when the day -rate task is not met and
increases labor unit costs.
3. There is no reference in piece -work rates
to attainable production. The actual
production lies within the whim and per-
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sonal need of the workers. The dollar
value per piece hides the production
time per piece. This time element is
concealed further by piece -work price
bargaining designed to obtain increases
in piece -work rates. Thus management
may be induced to accept needlessly
low production. Scheduling of production becomes a difficult matter and shipping promises cannot be made on a realistic basis.
4. The workers harbor many inhibitions,
such as concealing the possibility of excessive earnings for fear of running the
job dry and the preservation of a task

which can be accomplished with the least
amount of productive effort.
5. The workers are not adequately compensated for down time beyond their con frol.
6. The workers come to believe that man agemenf does not know what a man is
capable of producing.
7. While management may comfort itself
with the fact that it pays only for what
is actually produced, by failing to secure
affainable top production levels, shipments are reduced in proportion, hence
the corresponding profits.

A further objection to which both the earned hour and the piece -work plans
of wage incentive payments are open is that they make no provision for incentive
payments to indirect labor and direct supervision in a manner which will not
increase unit labor costs.
Principles of the Timeduction Plan
Under the plan described in this article, extra compensation for extra effort
is based on the true efficiency of operation. True efficiency is determined from
three factors: (1) The amount of attendance time directed into productive
channels, ( 2 ) the rate of productivity during the period considered, and (3)
quality control. The plan incorporates, in addition, a fourth and fifth principle. It offers a procedure for measured adjustment of employees' base rates
and sets up an incentive fund to provide for participation by indirect labor and
by direct supervision.
The three efficiency determinants are primary considerations. With maximum
conversion of attendance hours into productive hours, attainment of operating
capacity by each employee, and effective quality control, the worker or group
of workers become both time conscious and quality conscious. Allowable rest
periods do not degenerate into prolonged siestas, down times through one
cause or another are reduced to an unavoidable status. Management has the
assurance that a maximum amount of time is expended in activities which contribute to increasing the day's salable products.
Range of Compensable Efficiency
The Timeduction Twin incentive plan is geared to a graduated increase in
pay for each one per cent increase in production in terms of standard operating
capacity used as a reference. This is not the same thing as stating that the
compensation is for performance which betters standard capacity. As noted below, it may be arranged to start incentive pay at performance below this stand392
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and which is set normally at 80 per cent of operating capacity described in the
next paragraph. The span from standard operating capacity to operating capacity
thus amounts to 25 per cent of the standard operating capacity.
Operating capacity is determined by time studies and relates to an operation
or task performed by a single worker or by a team of workers. It is the maximum maintainable output of prescribed quality by a rated top operator (or
team) utilizing the facilities provided in the prescribed manner. Maximum
maintainable output is, of course, potential output less allowances for cyclic
down time and fatigue time.
Minimum acceptable production is set at 64 per cent of operating capacity
and may be the beginning point for incentive pay. Both the standard operating
capacity and the day work task can be modified to remove shop inequities and
thus preserve stable labor relations. Because slower operators under non- incentive conditions generally work at about 55 per cent of operating capacity and
may look upon the standard of 80 per cent of operating capacity as high, it is
advantageous to encourage participation in extra compensation as soon as possible by stretching the extra compensation for extra production across the span
from day work task to operating capacity i.e. 64 per cent to 100 per cent of the
latter. Slow workers generally can raise their production from 55 per cent to
64 per cent of operating capacity rather quickly and thus begin to participate
in incentive. In fact it may be mentioned as an aside at this point that this
moderate spurt normally brings about a 20 per cent decrease in direct labor costs
and is the source of the incentive fund referred to earlier and which will be discussed further on.
Throughout the material which follows, relating to the computation of "apparent" efficiency, efficiency points, "apparent" extra pay, "true" pay, and
"true" efficiency, a simple example will weave a narrative threat into the explanations. The figures which are to be used appear also on the card included
as Exhibit 1, which is a principal record in the operation of the plan and to
which the reader may wish to refer from time to time.
Computation of "Apparent" Efficiency and Incentive Points
The first step in the computation of a worker's extra compensation for a
given pay period, normally a week, is to determine his apparent efficiency of
operation. (Wherever the adjective "apparent" is used in this article, the
reference is to gross production or incentive pay before consideration of rejects.
These are taken up under quality control.) As a concept under the plan,
efficiency of operation relates to the degree with which a worker's performance
DECEMBER, 1950
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EXHIBIT I

compares with standard operating capacity. Thus a worker who produces at
64 per cent of operating capacity is producing at an efficiency of 64 per cent
divided by 80 per cent, i.e., 80 per cent efficiency. A worker producing at
standard operating capacity is performing at 100 per cent efficiency. If he produces at full operating capacity, he is operating at 125 per cent efficiency.
Calculation of apparent efficiency of operation may be exemplified as below:
Assume: during a week an employee has produced as f o l l o w s Part No.
A
B

Production T otal
10 692 pieces
200

Time Allowance Standard
0.003347 hr. per piece
0.03347

Earned Time
35.79 hrs.
6.69 "
42.48 hrs.

Assuming also productive time of 35 hours, apparent efficiency would be42.48 divided by 3 5 = 12 1 . 4 %
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will

Here it is to be noted that determination of worker effectiveness does not
stop, as in many other plans, with the absolute figure for earned hours. Instead
it is related to productive time to disclose efficiency. Had this time for the
same earned hour production been higher or lower, there would have been an
inverse effect on the efficiency percentage of 121.4. In other words, it makes
a difference to the worker what the relationship is between his productive hours
and his production.
The second step in the computation of a worker's extra compensation is to
determine his rate for extra earnings. On this point it is worth noting that
the rate is not a figure to be applied to base wages to give an amount of incentive pay. Rather the rate is in terms of efficiency points earned for hours spent
productively. These points
be given a money value suitable to the situations
and desires of the company.
An efficiency point is a change of one per cent in efficiency of operation
as a worker proceeds from efficiency at day work task (64 per cent of operating
capacity and 80 per cent of standard operating capacity) to efficiency at operating
capacity (125 per cent of standard operating capacity) . This span thus provides
a normal range of 45 efficiency points. The efficiency points earned by an employee during a pay period are determined by his efficiency percentage minus
80 per cent, the day work task efficiency level. In the case of the worker in the
example already given, the application of this formula gives 121.4 per cent
minus 80 per cent, a 41.4 efficiency points. Here enters the incentive for the
worker to strive for operating capacity in production, for only so will his
efficiency percentage and points rise toward the maximum.
The amount of top incentive pay is a separate matter. Normally this is set
at about 25 per cent of the top evaluated rate for a job class or a group of
closely - related jobs classed within a department. For instance, if $10 per 40
hour week is available to the worker, this would result in a possible incentive of
$.00555 per point per hour. However, as stated before, we are dealing with
apparent efficiency. There is more to be considered before we can pay off our
man in terms of his 41.4 efficiency points.
Close Control of Application of Attendance Time
Before going on to the procedure for calculating incentive pay, it is advisable
to stay a moment or two with the subject of accounting for the worker's time,
since this time has been made an integral part of the efficiency determination
base. As has been demonstrated, instead of making a bid for production solely
by stimulating extra effort during productive time, the Timeduction Twin inDECEMBER, 1950
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centive plan secures extra productive effort through the maximum utilization of
attendance hours. To this end a careful accounting is made of the plant attend
ante time for each employee. Steps are taken then to reduce to a minimum
down time, unaccounted for time and absenteeism. Down time is divided into
the three categories of unavoidable, allowed, and not allowed.
Unavoidable down time includes such time as cyclical down time and fatigue
time allowances and is incorporated in operating capacity. Allowed down time
is down time beyond the control of the operator. Such down times are evaluated
as to amount by the direct supervisor and allowed to the direct labor employees.
This procedure makes the plan easily salable to unions and assures their cooperation. Not allowed down time is down time that has been judged avoidable or
excessive while within the control of the operator. Such down time may have
occurred during the progress of a job, in which case it will have been incorporated into the employee's production time. In another case, it may have
occurred before the employee records the start of a job. Then, this time will
show up as unaccounted for time. In any case, not allowed down time represents a disagreement between the employee and the direct supervisor and must
be carefully handled by the latter.
Unaccounted for time is paid for at the base rate. It represents a waste to
time. When it is brought to the supervisor's attention, it will be reduced to a
minimum. Set up time for which there is no established standard is treated as
allowed down time. Set up time for which standards are established is treated
similarly to productive time.
The handling of allowed down time often makes the difference between a
successful incentive installation and a failure. While the worker expects to be
penalized for his own shortcomings, such as rejections, it makes for good labor
relations to have management penalized for its particular shortcomings, such
as causing the worker to wait for materials, instructions, tools and machine
repairs. However, down time allowances must be rigidly controlled and
psychologically effective. Otherwise, many abuses can be fostered by granting
them and it might be better to deny down time and to risk whatever strained
labor relations might result on that score.
In order to make the control effective, the direct supervisor is given the
responsibility of evaluating the down time claimed by the worker and to allow
what is justified. Because the direct supervisor's extra compensation is modified
by the allowed down times (as will be pointed out later), he will be inclined to
restrict allowed down time to what can be really justified. Also he will look
for ways to reduce such down times to the minimum.
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The "allowance" of down time means that, as will be noted below, a certain
percentage of it is added to productive time when the extra pay computation is
actually made. Of course, the direct labor worker has to realize that allowed
down time is not a "gravy train" and that he cannot claim extra compensation
for down time equal to what he gets for extra production. For this reason,
the fact that 64 per cent of each productive hour is in effect excluded from
efficiency point computation (by being deducted from day task efficiency), is
availed of and the same division is made for allowed down time. Thus, thirty six per cent of such time is added to productive time when extra pay is worked
out.
Com putation of "Apparent" and "True" Pay

Up to now we have covered the determination of the efficiency percentage
and the computation of incentive points (and have indicated more generally
the approach to extra pay calculation) . The third step in our problem is to
determine the employees' apparent extra compensation. (If the employee has
no rejections, the apparent extra compensation pay becomes his extra compensation also.) The employee already considered in the sample data which
has been used, had 41.4 efficiency points for the week in question. The value
of the point has been identified as $.00555 per productive hour and the employee's productive hours have been given as 35. These three factors multiplied
would give him $8.04 in incentive pay. However, if perhaps he had four
more hours at the plant —all of them allowed down time —this would give him
36 per cent times 4 productive hours, as we have just found out, or $.33 more in
incentive pay to make a total of $8.37. His base rate of (say) $.95 an hour
would yield him $37.05 in base pay for the 39 hours — assuming the other
hour was one of absence —and his total apparent pay for the week would be
$45.42.
However, the extra compensation of each direct labor employee is modified
by the labor value of rejections traceable to him. This deduction causes the
worker to be more careful in his performance so as to reduce to a minimum
the amount of rejections. Also, it causes the employee to avoid processing
parts which appear to be defective in order to reduce the likelihood of rejections being thrown back into his lap. Such extra care in performance may lead
to substantial savings in costs of inspection.
If we assume that our employee had 200 pieces of Part A rejected and 5
pieces of Part B and that the respective standard time allowances per piece are
DE C E M B E R, 1 9 5 0
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.003347 hours and .03347 hours, we can arrive at standard time wasted. This
time divided by the employee's efficiency for the week of 121.4 per cent gives
equivalent time wasted. On the figures we have used, this will amount to .69
hours. In computing apparent pay above, it was determined that the employee
was to receive $45.42 for 35 productive hours or $1.298 per hour. If the .69
wasted equivalent hours are deducted from this pay at that rate, the charge
against the employee will be $.90 and his true incentive and base pay for the
week will be $7.47 and $37.05 or a total of $44.52.
Measured Adjustment of Base Rates of Pay
Plainly we do not now need a true efficiency calculation to arrive at extra
pay because we have adjusted the apparent extra pay (based on apparent efficiency) for this purpose. However, the employee's true efficiency is used to
determine the measured adjustment to the employee's base rate. True efficiency
of operation is the apparent efficiency of operation modified to reflect rejections.
We get true efficiency in the case of the employee we have been discussing by
working back from the true extra pay of $7.47 which was arrived at above. This
figure, divided by the product of the set efficiency pay rate of $.00555 per hour
times productive hours (35 hours plus 36 per cent of the four hours of
allowed down time), will give true efficiency points earned. These turn out to
number 37 (as compared with 41.4 apparent efficiency points) . If these points
are added to day work task efficiency of 80 per cent, true efficiency of 117.0 per
cent is arrived at.
Employees' base rates also receive attention in the timeduction twin incentive
plan. Each worker's hourly rate (provided that it is below the top rate for the
job) is stepped up as his true efficiency of operation rises and remains at the
higher level for an agreed to period of time. In this manner, he will receive
the evaluated top hourly rate when his true efficiency of operation has remained
consistently at top level. This increase in the worker's base rate recognizes that
he has made full utilization of his plant attendance hours and of the plant
facilities with which he has been provided. True efficiency of operation is used
because this figure reflects both the conversion of attendance hours into productive hours and also the labor value of rejections traceable to the employee. If
it is assumed for illustrative purposes that the evaluated range for the job of our
employee, whose true efficiency is 117 per cent, runs from $.90 to $1.10 per
hour (his own rate in accordance with figures which have previously been used
is $.95) and that his average true efficiency for an agreed period of time is
116.5 per cent, his average efficiency points, by deduction of 80 per cent day,
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rate task, will be 36.5. This is multiplied by the ratio of the $.20 job class
range to the full 45 point efficiency span, giving result of $.16, so that the
employee's base rate rises to $1.06. It should not be lowered if he subsequently
slips. The desire for his extra compensation should bring it back.
Extra Pay for Indirect Labor and Supervisors
As has been mentioned, the application of the Timeduction Twin incentive
plan normally results in savings of up to 20 per cent in direct labor costs as
day -work task performances are raised to 100 per cent of operating capacity.
The 20 per cent savings provides an incentive fund from which extra compensation to indirect labor and to direct supervision can be paid.
The amount of extra compensation paid to indirect labor is determined from
the extra earnings of the direct labor workers as modified by the amount of
allowed down time. Thus the indirect labor personnel is made conscious of
the advantage to themselves of having the least number of allowed down time
hours to the direct labor operators. They become impressed with the need for
maintaining equipment in top condition. A further result is that indirect labor
is inclined to resent anything that reduces the full use of the facilities which
they have maintained in top condition by their extra efforts.
In illustrating the participation in extra earnings by indirect labor, the following hypothetical data for a single department may be made use of:
21 men
650 hours
800 hours
$850

$

$152

$

Number of direct labor employees
Productive time of direct labor
Direct labor attendance time
Direct labor payroll at base rates
True extra compensation to direct labor
Number of indirect labor employees
Pay at base rate for indirect labor: Employee A
Pay at base rate for indirect labor: Employee B

2 men
32 per week
35 per week

On the above figures, the percentage of true extra compensation to direct labor
base payroll ($152 divided by $850) computes to 17.88 per cent and the ratio
of productive time to direct labor attendance time (650 hours divided by 800
hours) is 81.25 per cent. It is the ratio of these two percentages, or 14.53 per
cent, which is used as the rate of extra compensation for indirect labor. Thus
extra compensation for Employee A is $32 times 14.53 per cent or $4.65 and
for Employee B is $35 times 14.53 per cent or $5.09.
Frequently an overall down time allowance of between one per cent and five
per cent is made to indirect labor and the direct labor attendance time is adjusted accordingly. job evaluation must be carefully scrutinized so that extra
DE C E M B E R , 1 9 5 0
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compensation for indirect labor does not exceed that for higher skilled direct
labor workers. Unless it is carefully calibrated, some annoying inequities can
result.
Direct supervision, i.e. first line foremen, also participate in extra compensation based on the extra earnings of direct labor as modified by the allowed down
time. The foremen, then, in seeking top extra compensation for themselves,
work to reduce allowed down time to a minimum. The computation of extra
compensation for direct supervision is identical with that for indirect labor.
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EXH IBI T 2

By Way of Re- Emphasis
We have been much concerned in the preceding pages with making the detailed operation of the Timeduction Twin incentive plan clear. However, there
are general features which deserve emphasis, too. Some of the central factors
which make the plan effective, balanced and practical, were offered at the start.
At the present point, reference to the depictograph given as Exhibit 2 may help
the understanding of the scheme of things as may also the following list, reemphasizing points which have already been referred to in passing:
I. Equal extra compensation is paid for
equal extra performance within any operating group of equivalent workers.
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2. The extra compensation is over and
above the basic day -rate earnings and
in no way affects them.
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OVERALL C U M U L AT I VE RESULTS O F W A G E I N C EN T I VES, 13 M O N T H S PER IOD
Pcs. per
D i r ect
Labo r
Di r ec t
M an Cum uPi ec es t o
Di rect L ab o r C um uCum uLabor
C um uH o u r l a t i ve
Shi ppi ng
l a t i ve
Man -H ours
l at i v e
Pa yr o l l
l a t i ve

re

C-)

e

ti

121,614
210,040
180,274
171,431
278,775
123,857
220,420
319,052
350,234
301,115
267,380
270,867

331,654
511,928
683,359
962,134
1,085,991
1,306,411
1,625,463
1,975,697
2,276,812
2,544,192
2,815,059

16,462
24,838
19,762
20,476
25,767
14,984
22,273
27,365
28,455
20,263
23,534
20,169

41,300
61,062
81,538
107,305
122,289
144,562
171,927
200,382
220,645
244,179
264,348

8.
9.
8.
11.
8.
10.
12.0
12.
15.
11.
13.

7.4
8.
8.4
8.4
9.0
8.94
9.05
9.42
9.87
10.30
10.40
10.70

1947
February ................

324,898

3,139,957

18,927

283,275

17.

11.10

.

0

1946
February ................
March ....................
Apr il ......................
May ........................
June ........................
July ........................
................
August
September ............
Oct ober ..................
November ..............
December ..............
January
................

$22,652
33,020
26,904
27,712
36,709
21,389
31,978
39,362
40,793
30,186
34,371
29,131

55,672
82,576
110,288
146,997
168,386
200,364
239,726
280,519
310,705
345,076
374,207

26,417

400,624

Aver age Cost per Man -Hour

Equivalent Labor Cost
Act ual Labor Cost

%

Payroll Reduction
Reduction Payroll

x 7.4
2,096,235 Pcs
283,275
3,139,857 - 2,096,235 = 1,043,722 Pcs
50%
1,043,722 =
2,096,235
3,139,957 x $18.63

584,974
400,624

=

Equivalent Production
Production Increase
Production Increase

$184,350
$184,350
= 3 11/ 2 %

584,974
Reduction in Labor Costs per 100 pcs. 18.63 12.76
-

5.87
-

= 311/ 2 %
A
0

18.63

18.63
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Lab or Co st
per 100 Cumula ti v e
Pcs

15.71
14.92
16.16
13.17
17.27
14.50
12.34
11.65
10.02
12.85
10.75

$18.63
16.79
16.13
16.14
15.28
15.51
15.34
14.75
14.20
13.65
13.56
13.29

8.13

12.76

$1.41

3. The rates for extra compensation are
based upon operating capacity. Therefore, there is little or no likelihood of
runaway rates.
4. Yield factors can be used in some industries to modify the rate for extra compensation.

S. A minimum allowable number of rejecLions can be employed in the determination of operating capacity.
6. The effect of this type of extra compen.
sation payments is that direct labor, indirect labor and direct supervision are
ready and anxious to work together.

Question may be raised respecting the cost of operating the plan. It is not
heavy. Experience has shown that an experienced comptometer operator, once
trained in the arithmetical mechanics of the timeduction twin incentive plan can
take care of the extra compensation of 300 workers as well as compute the
weekly summary reports for management's scrutiny.
More and Better Production, Lower Costs
The potency of the timeduction twin incentive plan in yielding increases in
production as well as reductions in labor unit costs can be illustrated best by the
tabulation, Overall Cumulative Results of Wage Incentives, shown as Exhibit 3,
which summarizes a typical installation in a machine shop type of plant. Cumulatively speaking, as of February, 1947, the production increase shown is 50 per
cent (it had become 65.6 per cent three months later) and the reduction in
labor unit costs is 31.5 per cent (this figure continued on to 38.3 per cent) .
Production increased from 121,614 pieces to 324,898 pieces a month during
the thirteen months' period. Again, this was not the top. By the end of April
the production had gone to 420,926 pieces or an increase of 248 per cent over
that of fifteen months earlier. Labor unit costs decreased from $18.63 per 100
pieces to $8.13 per 100 pieces in February and to $5.80 per 100 pieces in April,
a decrease of 69 per cent.
The plan has proven acceptable all around. The techniques are balanced,
fair and comprehensible. A review in closing, of the plan's advantages is appropriate. The following twelve points stand out:
I. It fosters the conversion of the maximum
number of plant attendance hours in productive time.
2. It ferrets out hidden wasted time and
converts it into productive time.
3. It stimulates employees to discover ways
of improving their own methods of operating.
creates
reach operating capacity in their production.
5. It provides an incentive fund from which
extra compensation can be paid to indirect labor and direct supervision.
6. It institutes a realistic incentive for quality control by direct labor.
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7. It provides the foregoing advantages
without increasing labor costs per unit.
8. It induces foremen to operate with the
least number of man - hours.
9. It cultivates good labor- management relations.
10. It reduces the possibility of labor dispuce over wages.
I I. It has the property of neutralizing demands for increase in wages and of undermining contemplated work stoppages
over labor disputes or to enforce demands.
12. It provides the means of satisfying military production needs with a minimum
reduction in the manufacture of civilian
goods.
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

Retrospect on Job Evaluation Practices
by P. A. SCHEUBLE, JR.
Supervisor, Administrative and Operating Procedures Staff, Willys- Overland Motors, Toledo, Ohio.

Why job evaluation is undertaken or avoided, whether ranking or
point plans have found most favor, the attitude of labor unions toward job evaluation, and the alternatives of few or many job factors
and restricted or extended plan coverage, are among the matters reported on by the present author on the basis of a search of current
literature in the field.

accounting executive may be called upon to make a
F decision regarding thean necessity
for installing a job evaluation plan. Job
ROM

TIME

TO

TIME,

evaluation brings with it many problems, depending (among other things) upon
the history of company labor relations. It becomes difficult at times to get one's
bearing and to decide whether a plan should be used, what type of plan, and
how it should be installed. In outline, job evaluation involves setting up accurate, individualized descriptions of the jobs involved, breaking job content down
into common factors such as skill, effort, responsibilities working conditions,
etc., ranking each job with others in terms of these factors or assigning point
values to jobs based on graded point values for each factor, and then fitting the
results into the company wage scale.
However, job evaluation is relatively new and untested with many companies.
What have, in fact, been the results? A study was made by the present author
to arrive at some conclusions regarding the types of job evaluation applications
in greatest use and the effectiveness of job evaluation in the processes of wage
and salary administration, as well as the relative merits of various types of plans
and the trend of management and union thinking in this area. The sampling
of the literature and thinking on the subject, which formed the substance of the
study, may not have been adequate to support definite conclusions on some of
the more controversial issues, but a high degree of correlation developed with
respect to other points.
Why Job Evaluation —and Why Not
Omitting consideration of the years of World War II, during which the
National War Labor Board encouraged the installation of job evaluation plans
as bases for merit increases under wartime wage controls, it appears that the
main reasons for job evaluation during the past fifteen years have been:
DE C E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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I. A desire on management's part for a
logical wage structure.

2. The necessity to be able to defend exist ing wage structures against criticism or
attack.

Some companies seem to have felt at the start that job evaluation would
eliminate grievances over job inequities, although it is apparent that enthusiasm
for job evaluation as a cure -all commonly lessened as the installation progressed.
The size of the company has clearly had some bearing on the need for job
evaluation. The larger the company the greater the possibility for distortion of
the wage structures if no controls are attempted. Hence the necessity for methodical evaluation.
Some companies which did not embark on job evaluation held back because
it was thought such a plan would have a restricting influence in shifting employees around a plant. Other companies which felt that they did not require job
evaluation already had the benefit of well - established and recognized job classifications in their particular industries. It is generally agreed that job evaluation
brings with it a host of new problems but that it is usually possible to maintain
and justify a more logical wage structure with some means of evaluating job
content than with no plan at all. There is no evidence that there is the same
impetus behind job evaluation as there was during World War II and shortly
thereafter, but it appears that the device is and will continue to be a factor in
salary and wage administration until something better becomes available.
That job content is important in arriving at a wage schedule is recognized by
management and unions alike. However, there is disagreement as to how important job content alone is, or how flexible the job evaluation structure should be,
in order to be sufficiently responsive to labor supply and demand. Yet, regardless of such disagreement or the relative reluctance of unions to commit themselves officially to particular plans, there appear to have been more successful
applications of job evaluation than failures.
The Administrative Problem; "Ranking" and "Point" Plans
The literature of the subject reflects general agreement among management
representatives that even a successful job evaluation plan will deteriorate in
time if there is no definite individual in charge of administering it or if lack of
flexibility allows pressure to buld up to undermine confidence. It is brought out
as necessary that there be a prescribed procedure to periodically review and, if
called for, revalue old jobs and immediately consider new jobs for evaluation
purposes. Factors most frequently cited as adversely affecting the successful operation of a job evaluation plan are:
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I. Weakness of installation.
2. Lack of management interest or change
in executive personnel.
3. Inadequate administrative organization.

4. Failure to sell the plan to the union or to

properly indoctrinate company personnel
in the handling of problems arising out
of job evaluation.
5. Economic and other factors, such as
changing labor markets, technological
changes, etc.

Plans represented in job evaluation applications were found by the study to
range from loosely -run systems of job classification with some attempt at a logical sequence, to detailed point systems. A survey made in 1944 indicated that
point systems were in greatest use. Surveys by two separate research groups in
1947 indicated that point systems were in the majority, although one study stated
that a greater percentage of the ranking -type plans were successful. A survey in
1948 of the Pittsburgh area showed both point and ranking plans occupying an
important place. A study made in 1949 of seven aircraft plants indicated that
the majority had point plans.
No definite conclusions can be drawn from these surveys regarding the trend
of types of plans in use, but indications are that there is some desire for plans
such as ranking -type. The failure of a number of point plans seems to
have been due to too rigid adherence to a particular system of point determination with a resulting lack of confidence in the plan. However, this caution
appears to be only broadly applicable as evaluation plans which are too flexible
soon show instability. A middle ground, to which there is a tendency, is to go
to factor comparison plans having a minimum number of factors for evaluation.
This applies more particularly to supervisory and executive positions. The
study turned up general and emphatic agreement that good job descriptions
are essential to any plan if it is to succeed.

Joint or Unilateral Installations
Quite naturally management and unions hold divergent views regarding the
amount of joint participation appropriate to the installation and operation of a
job evaluation plan. Successful plans are in operation where unilateral installations were made, with the union having the right to accept or reject rates. On
the other hand, some joint installations effected through committee procedures
and involving group judgment, have been successful. Both approaches have
advantages and disadvantages. A reported advantage of a joint installation is
that, although slower because of the need for educating the participants in the
process, it is a more permanent installation for the same reason. On the other
hand, advocates of unilateral installations believe that an experienced job analyst gets more accurate results by working with both supervision and the union.
One survey referred to reached the conclusions that jointly - installed plans have
a slightly better degree of success.
DE C E M B E R, 1 9 5 0
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The writer feels that, since the main point involved is the confidence of the
participants, it matters little what approach is used as long as there is majority
agreement to it. Also involved in this question is the fact that some unions do
not want to accept the responsibility of a job evaluation installation by officially
participating, although they do want the right of veto. Where outside consultants have been used, the feeling has been that company personnel also should
actively participate.
Number of Job Factors to Use; Coverage of Plans
Available literature makes plain that there are vigorous differences of opinion
among analysts regarding the number of job evaluation factors which should be
used. The question appears to be one of balancing the smaller amount of work
involved and the administrative flexibility of fewer factors, against the necessity
of having a breakdown of job characteristics sufficiently detailed to justify an
evaluation. Successful plans are in operation with as few as three factors and
others, equally successful, have twelve or more. One test conducted by a Federal agency with respect to clerical positions brought to bear pretty good evidence that as effective results can be attained with five factors as with ten. Executive positions have been successfully evaluated with three factors. On the
other hand, advocates of a greater number of factors claim that, while fewer
factors may suffice, they do not hold up as well under union scrutiny.
It is my own feeling in the matter that the number of job evaluation factors
properly depends in some degree upon the complexity of the jobs involved and
how easily they are broken down into distinct and definable factors. Stated another way, the number of factors should vary in proportion to the degree of
accuracy obtainable in measuring a factor in a particular instance. A further
determinant would be the breadth of the area of agreement among the participants regarding the number of factors suitable. Also involved is the skill
of the analyst.
While many problems arise in trying to apply job evaluation to all levels in
an organization, some instances show that it is not wholly impracticable to do
so. Although many companies restrict the use of job evaluation to non- supervisory positions, many evaluate supervisory jobs as well and often some executive positions. In cases in which a job evaluation plan has been successful on
lower levels it is apparent that the tendency is to try to extend it to higher levels.
Where this is attempted, however, the feeling generally is that one plan cannot
be equally accurate for all employee levels.
Especial difficulty is found in taking in line and staff type positions on the
same broad basis, because the staff positions, while perhaps of equal importance,
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do not carry as much supervisory content and seem to require a substitute factor
to yield adequate recognition. Problems also arise when a particular company
has several (or many) plants operating with a number of unions. Differences
of craft, differences among the viewpoints of the unions, local situations, etc.,
make it difficult to maintain the integrity of a company -wide system in these
cases. The matter is important, for companies which have had various types of
job evaluation plans in different plants, have come to the conclusion that a uniform system is necessary.
Union Attitudes Toward Job Evaluation
There appears to be no one course followed by labor as a whole in regard to
job evaluation. Locals sometimes differ with their national organizations. Craft
and industrial unions do not necessarily take like attitudes. Some unions oppose
job evaluation; others recommend and insist on its use. However, it appears
that, where management has a history of good labor relations, has a clear -cut wage
administration problem, is sincere, and does a good selling job, the success of
the installation is very probable. The attitude of unions can perhaps be fairly
summed up in the following points:
I. Job content is recognized as an important factor affecting the rate of a
job.
2. Job evaluation is considered a management technique requiring special knowledge not generally available to union
membership. The technicalities involved
inspire distrust, unless management is
trusted.
3. Although it may understand the job
evaluation system and believe it will
work, union leadership is hesitant to
agree officially to the plan.

4. Unions will permit a company to use a
job evaluation system and will even par ficipafe in the installation but will reserve the right to modify or question any
rate. Unions maintain that advance
commitment to a plan would impair the
right to collective bargaining over rates.
It is felt that many factors are involved
in rate determination in addition to those
used in an evaluation and that these
factors must be considered.

Job Evaluation Clarifies Wage Administration
As the record of experience with job evaluation plans grows longer, a better
basis for their appraisal will be afforded. However, the general review of experience to date, which this article has attempted to cover, may be of some point
for companies considering job evaluation in order to improve present wage
administration policies.
In line with what might possibly be expected, the best approach seems to be
to avoid considering a particular plan as a sure remedy for a situation calling
for change of some kind. Experience does indicate, nevertheless, that installations properly planned and sold have introduced desirable elements of order
and equity into companies' wage administration pictures.
DE C EM B E R, 19 5 0
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TALKING TO OURSELVES?
THE MEDICAL, engineering and legal
professions do not seem to have the communications problem confronting the industrial accountant. Members of these professions deal principally with persons who
understand the technical terminology used.
When a trial lawyer goes into a courtroom, he knows beforehand that those associated with the court understand legal
terminology. Also, when a physician is performing an operation, all persons assisting
must understand the technical terminology
of the problem at hand. On the other ha nd,
the accountant seldom, if ever, has the opportunity to present his statements to people who understand the technical terminology connected with his profession.
He must look, therefore, to other ways
and means of getting his meaning across.
He shou ld not only analyze a nd present accounting information but should also try
to learn to analyze people and determine
the effective approval to individuals. By
becoming familiar with the art of psychology he can benefit himself as well as management groups and in the long run
strengthen his position to the extent that
more confidence will be placed in his reports.
CHRISTIAN C. GERBER, JR., New Orleans
MAKING CONTRACT COSTS STICK
THE RENEGOTIATION ACT Of 1948 provides that if a contractor —prime or sub —
has in one year aggregate billings under
Government contracts in excess of $1 0 0 ,0 0 0 ,
it is subject to the act and therefore to
"overall" renegotiation. Due to the increase
in government contracting and to the fact
that Congress may soon enact a revised renegotiation act, which may well include
practically every type of government contract and subcontract, it is essential to acquaint ou rselves once again with the many
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factors to be embodied in the renegotiation
report.
Moreover, contractors are allowed to contest initial findings of excess profits and to
present to the renegotiation board facts
tending to prove that unusual difficulties
were encountered in contract performance
due to unforeseen changes in design, revamping of equipment, ha rdships in buying
materials, delays in receiving government owned equipment and materials, etc. It is
therefore incumbent on an organization to
maintain current and adequ ate "logs" from
which the "story" of each contract can be
prepared to be submitted with a renegotiation report. The first consideration must
naturally be for proper accounting costs involved in such contracts, so that every
eligible item is included.
J. J. KERBER, New Orleans
LOSS ITEM LOGIC
IN MR. YURKEE'S INTERESTING ARTICLE
in the September issue of the BULLETIN,
the following question is raised. Which
items in a line are unprofitable and shall
they be eliminated? In these highly competitive times, every retail merchant, wholesaler, and manufacturer is faced with numerous break -even or nonprofit items of
merchandise. If these products are dropped,
there is a possibiilty of losing valuable customers who buy a few of the nonprofit
items and many highly profitable products.
The determining factor should be whether
or not the move will increase net profit.
If the answer is no, I would suggest that
such items remain as good will merchandise
to complete the particular line and maintain
N . A. C. A. B U L L E T I N
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present customers. Do not force your customers to a competitive source of supply.
D. FALOR, Toledo
GOOD RECORDS, BETTER
REGULATION
I WON DER IF AC CO UNTA NTS realize the
importance of their function and of addi-

tiona l ones which ma y be assigned them at
the present time as controls aga in enter the
economic pictu re. Many of us went through
the experience of the last war and know
what a spot a company can be in when
prices and margins are frozens as of a specified date. One example will suffice as a
reminder.
The basis for prices and margins in a
particular industry, was set as the period
from October 1940 to October 1941. This
caught one company plant which had moved
into a larger building in September 1941
with higher costs for power, light, heat,
taxes, etc., before data was available which
could be used for revised budgets of expense. The company was, therefore, forced
to report to control authorities on the basis
of the lower costs in the old building. If the
unit had been a new company using new
equipment, estimated costs could have been
filed, which in all probability would have
been approved. Being an established business using the same labor and equipment
as in the old bu ilding, this favorable position was not enjoyed by the unit in question.
My thought is that budgets and costs
should now be kept current and long -range
standards should be brought up to date and
kept there at this time,
time, just in case. Of
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course, if the period from May 24, 1950 to
June 24, 1950 mentioned in the President's
executive order regarding retention of records is really used, it is too late to do a nything abou t the matter, but I do not believe
tha t freezes as of that da te can be a dopted,
especially on wages. Therefore there may
be time to get set for eventualities. Controls are bound to come and we should
have our house in order.
LLOYD G. CLARK, Crond Rapids

WHO PAYS?
EXCESS PROF ITS TAXES during the period
of World Wa r II produced what were in
my opinion some fallacious managerial
philosophies. Perhaps the most popu lar of
these was the rationalization that, once the
upper tax brackets were attained, 80 per
cent of the company's expenditures were
paid by the government. Abnormal advertising, selling and other expenses were approved by management, because it was reasoned that these expenditures were, in the
main, absorbed from taxes. Such "bargain
hunting" failed to take into account the important 20 per cent paid by the operation
itself. These bites into cash and surplus
made it difficult and, in some ca ses, impossible to meet essential postwar commitments
and pla ns.
In the past few weeks, because another
excess profits tax appears to be in the making, managerial think ing seems to be a gain
turning to the "bargain hunting" philosophy. It behooves cost and financial staff
to bring to the attention of management
that the approva l of abnormal expenditures
on the theory that the major portion is
paid out of taxes can properly be given
only after due consideration of the effect
upon the cash position and the surplus
accumulation of the future.

WORTH PROBST, Rochester
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Watchdog Techniques for Truck Costs
by WALTER HARRISON
Cost Accounting Staff, Wallace Barnes Co., Bristol, Connecticut

A down -to -earth knowledge of operating characteristics of trucks,
which will render the application of preventive maintenance a practical matter in the control of fleet costs, is advocated in the accompanying article which also sett forth useful accounting data to be
assembled on an individual cost card for each truck, in furtherance of
the control objective.

and maintain trucks or to lease
T them from a commercial lessor, is not answered
in this article. However, it
HE QUESTION OF WHETHER TO OPERATE

does attempt to answer a specific question in the area of comparative costs of
truck operation. The question is, "If a commercial truck lessor says he can operate my trucks at approximately my own cost and still make a profit, why can I
not reduce my costs to the same extent ?" A brief advance statement of the
answer is that you can if you will. It is not so much a question of ability to do
it, as it is of sustained effort along preventive maintenance lines.
The commercial truck operator is aware that his profits are at stake at this
point. Other companies tend to less awareness of this. This article is written
primarily for the butcher, the baker, or the candlestick maker who operates a
fleet of trucks as a side -line to his regular business. Some cost control and cost
reduction ideas are presented and the basis of a cost control system is outlined.
Whether one truck or one hundred trucks are operated, the points to be brought
out may help to reduce costs.
Truck Purchases Yield Cost Reduction Opportunities
The original investment in trucks must not be confused with operating costs.
Capital investment (or truck purchase) is merely the money the operator pays
out to get himself into position to start spending money for upkeep. Every
prospective truck owner has two forms of expenditure, i.e., to get ownership of
the trucks and to keep them going and productive. First consideration is given
here to cost control features of acquisition of a truck or truck fleet.
The purchase of the type of vehicle and equipment which is exactly suitable
for the company's needs will aid materially in keeping operating and repair
costs within reason. Though a higher initial cash outlay may be necessary, the
additional investment will pay for itself in reduced costs. Type . of business,
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maximum load anticipated, whether short or long hauls are to be run, and
whether store -to -store or city -to -city deliveries are to be made, all combine to
determine the kind of truck which should be purchased. It may sometimes be
advisable to order only the chassis and cab and have a special body constructed.
The chassis and the motor should be sturdy enough to handle not only the maximum use anticipated but also an additional load as a safety factor. Otherwise
repair bills will mount.
Special or extra equipment should be specified in the original order. Tires
are an important item. Usually the f.o.b. price includes only a standard tire and
this is not always of sufficiently high grade. Major tire manufacturers have
charts with suggested sizes and plys for different weights and hauls. A special
study of tire requirements will be invaluable at this point. The specification of
sealed air tubes will pay dividends in the prevention of ruined casings, or worse,
in the event of a puncture.
For very long hauls an auxiliary gas tank will save on the price of gasoline
which otherwise would have to be purchased on the road. In congested city
traffic, particularly in market districts, special grill work or extra heavy bumpers
will help to reduce body damage repairs. The various "gadgets" which increase
visibility or help to prevent driver fatigue will assist in keeping accident costs
to a minimum. The installation of a governor for the critical first few hundred
miles of the truck's life will reduce abuse which might result from over - speeding.
If needed, other items such as auxiliary springs and chain equipment should be
ordered with the truck.
All of these items, together with the special painting and lettering of the
body, the freight and handling charges and taxes, make up the capital investment in the trucks. It is on this total figure that depreciation is taken and, if the
company's cash position is low, on which the financing will be based.
Will An Outside Garage Service the Fleet More Cheaply?
A highly debatable question relates to the economic soundness or advisability
of operating a company garage and repair depot. The alternative course is to
contract the work or a portion of it to an independent service garage. As far
back as June, 1933, the Commercial Car Journal quoted a large fleet owner as
follows: "A fleet of 550 one -ton and 11/2-ton trucks of various makes, used
nationally for daily store -to -store delivery over a period of two and one -half
years covered over 15,000,000 miles. Of this mileage certain trucks serviced at
the company's own garages covered approximately 25 per cent. The cost per
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mile of mechanical repairs over the mileage mentioned was .0114 for all trucks.
As a matter of comparison, the mileage cost for mechanical repairs on the trucks
serviced in company -owned garages, where mechanics were employed, was
.0332 per mile."
Great care must be taken in choosing an independent service station if it
is decided to farm out the repair work. Specific costs, special prices or discounts
and guaranteed service can be discussed. If satisfactory, a simple written agreement can be drawn up but it is well to review it frequently to be sure that the
agreed service is being maintained.
Much can be said for and against each of the two methods of servicing truck
fleets. However, the decision rests with local conditions or the fleet operator's
preference. For the purposes of this paper, it is assumed that the company
operates its own garage and employs its own mechanics.
Effective Supervision Lies in Preventive Maintenance
The supervisor of fleet operations, whether he be the owner, the manager, or
a salaried employee, must be well- versed in truck operation and maintenance.
He must have intimate knowledge of the engineering and mechanical characteristics of trucks. He must lay out schedules of his mechanics' work, know what
must be done to keep his fleet in continuous running condition, and pare costs,
while at the same time maintaining full -scale truck operation.
The size of the fleet and experience will, of course, determine the most
efficient and economical size of the supervisor's work force. Perhaps one all around mechanic and helper may be sufficient. If the fleet is large, a specialist
in each phase of truck mechanics may be advisable, together with a body -man,
a tire -man, and a painter. As the trucks should be washed at least once a week
and polished once a month, provision should be made for this activity. Only an
emergency force needs to be kept on duty during the daytime, with the main
crew reporting for night work when the trucks are "at home ".
The secret, if it is such, of low truck operating costs is preventive maintenance. This simply means taking care of minor adjustments or repairs before
they happen or, at second best, before they develop into major expenses. To do
this, a rigid standard procedure must be developed and kept up. Periodic inspections and lubrications must be made without fail. Drivers must be educated
to report the slightest thing wrong with the vehicle and corrections must be
made promptly. Whatever can practicably be done to eliminate expensive repairs
should be undertaken.
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In the Cards
An individual cost card for each truck, showing monthly comparisons between
budgeted and actual expenses, will also highlight some difficulties not otherwise
apparent. This card may well include information on fixed costs of operation.
While the fixed charges are not essential to day -to -day budget comparisons, the
computation requires little time and, if it is done, cost averages will show a
more accurate total cost of operations and may lead to policy decisions on costs
of a relatively fixed nature which can be controlled at various intervals of time.
The estimated life of a vehicle in terms of number of miles to be run is an
important factor both in annual fixed cost determination and in operating budgets for variable costs. The question posed is, considering the kind and size of
truck and the conditions under which it will be used, what is the economic life
of the vehicle, that is, what is the total number of miles it can be run before its
cost of upkeep will overbalance its real value?
This question can be answered only by experience or technical advice. The
weekly mileage is obtained by past experience or by a test -run of the route. This
multiplied by 52, provides an estimate of the yearly mileage. As an example, if
a truck normally runs 300 miles per week, it is reasonable to assume that it will
operate 15,600 miles in a year. If it is estimated that the truck will economically
run for 60,000 miles, then its life will be four years.

Determining Fixed Costs
Estimated life provides the starting point for fixed cost per year computations.
For example, depreciation, based on the total capital investment less an estimated
residual value, is converted into an annual figure by division by aggregate life.
(Parenthetically, it may be said that, provided accurate records are kept and
the estimated life can be justified, the Internal Revenue Department may allow
individual annual depreciation rates for each truck. If a chassis and cab has an
estimated life of four years and a special body has an estimated life of six
years, then the allowed depreciation rates will be 25 per cent and 16Y3 per cent
respectively.)
Finance charges, if any, are the total charges divided by the life of the vehicle
to give a yearly average. Property taxes and registration fees can be estimated
easily and a similar yearly average obtained. Overhead and storage costs can be
simply regarded as the total annual overhead expenses applicable to fleet operation, divided by the number of tricks in operation or else it can be figured
more elaborately, if desired.
Insurance rates are usually standard and are obtained easily to form a basis
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for a figure for this category of fixed cost. For property damage, a monthly
schedule of loss ratio may be secured from the insurance agent. This is the
ratio of premiums paid to damages settled. (Using this, it might be possible
to obtain rebates on the premiums.) Carrying of collision insurance is a management decision but a reasonable plan to follow is:
I. Take out $100 deductible insurance on
special bodies or expensive vehicles.
2. For standard trucks, set up an arbitrary

reserve (which does not necessarily have
to be a balance sheet item but can be
budget in variable operating costs).

Other fixed charges may be included on the cost card if conditions warrant.
Budget Comparisons for Variable Costs
The cost card contains columns for display of budgeted and actual monthly
amounts for mileage and the several types of categories of variable operating
expense. These items are considered here in the order of these columns. The
first item to be considered is the base figure of mileage. The budget miles per
period are taken from the estimate of the life of the truck mentioned above.
Actual mileage is, of course, obtained from periodic reports.
Gasoline cost is extremely important. In fact, it is one of the most important
figures on the books as it amounts to almost one -third of the total operating costs
of the fleet. Number of gallons issued is taken from requisitions on the company tanks and from petty cash vouchers turned in by drivers for outside purchases. Supplementary work - sheets may be used to accumulate this information.
Care must be exercised in budgeting the estimated miles per gallon. Detailed
records of past experience are an invaluable aid. Actual miles per gallon is the
quotient of miles run divided by the number of gallons issued. The miles per
gallon figures should be reviewed by the fleet supervisor as often as time permits
and, in addition, special notices should be given him calling attention to unusual
gasoline consumption.
Gasoline cost per mile figures should be carried to five decimal places. The
budget for this item is based on estimated mileage, estimated miles per gallon,
and average or anticipated cost per gallon. Actual cost per mile is obtained from
requisitions and petty cash vouchers divided by miles run.
The lubrication budget can be estimated or determined from past experience.
Actual lubrication expense is worked up from requisitions and vouchers. It is
wise not to skimp on lubrication as it represents economical insurance against
worn or burned -out parts. Excessive oil consumption, however, should be
remedied promptly.
For simplicity, repair labor, inspection labor, and washing and checking
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can be budgeted on a simple arithmetical average (total annual payroll of mechanical staff divided by the number of trucks in their care). Actuals are taken
from payroll details or job tickets. Outside labor budgets are estimated and
actuals are from invoices and vouchers. This is usually a minor item and represents emergency work done on the road.
Replacement parts are a self - explanatory item and may include winter supplies and chain replacements if desired. The basis of budgeting damage costs
has been covered in connection with consideration of insurance costs, including
collision insurance. Major damage repairs should be separated from ordinary
repairs in the payroll details so that actuals for the damage classification may

_

$xxx
$xxx
$xxx

=

Cost of retreading
New set of tires
New set of tubes

=

be available.
Much can be written about control of tire and tube replacement costs, but
this article must be restricted to one or two principal points. Some tire companies will enter into agreements to take complete care of all tires, furnishing
new tires to be paid for on a mileage basis and furnishing also road service
and regular inspections at an agreed price. They will also guarantee a certain
mileage for the life of the tire. Whether or not to enter into an arrangement
of this type is a decision for management to make. If it is done, the budget
can be determined from the agreement itself.
If no special agreement is made, resort must be had to estimating methods.
One way to estimate tire and tube replacement costs per mile is illustrated below.
For this example, the total life of a tire is considered to be 25,000 miles. (A
complete tire record showing type of service, load carried, etc. will be valuable
for future estimates.) It may likewise be assumed that a recap will run 1 0 ,0 0 0
miles and a tube 40,000 miles. If the life of the truck is 60,000 miles, two sets
of tires plus a retread, and two sets of tubes will be required. Necessary replacements will be as follows:
10,000 miles
25,000 miles
40,000 miles

Cost per mile of fire and tube replacement

.00xxx per mile
.00xxx per mile
.00xxx per mile
.00xxx

It must be remembered that the cost of the original set of tires is included
in the capital investment and is being depreciated. Estimated mileage times cost
per mile, together with a reasonable figure for road service (two punctures a
month), constitutes the tire and tube replacement budget. Actual tire and tube
replacement and service outlay is entered on the cost card from payroll figures,
invoices, vouchers, etc.
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Under the final column heading of other costs may be grouped such items as:
Repainting and releffering. —This applies
particularly to a long -lived truck, the appearance of which may deteriorate before
the motor and body. Otherwise a small
amount arbitrarily set will suffice to budget
a touch -up job.
Compressor inspection. —This relates to mechanically- refrigerated trucks.

Repairs to special bodies.— Reconditioning
or repairing of specially built bodes.
Breakng -in expenses. —This group of expenses
may include such items as the labor and
materials involved in idling the truck with
special oil before it is put into service, pre.
liminary road testing, etc.

The reverse side of the cost card is used for listing all pertinent data about
the truck itself. Space may be provided for details used in arriving at budget
figures. Columns can be ruled for listing repair parts used. The possibilities
are endless. The goal here is to a complete history of the vehicle.
Summary —And Supplement
It has been pointed out that, to reduce truck fleet costs, expensive repairs must
be minimized and abnormal operating costs corrected quickly. This is done
primarily by:
1. Purchasing the right

type of vehicle
and equipment for the specific job.
2. Maintaining a frequent and rigid inspec-

tion procedure.
3. Making use of an adequate budget and
cost system.

Moreover, each fleet operator can develop other practices or activities which
help to reduce truck operating costs. Some have been suggested in the body of
this article. A few others which may be important to mention, are as follows:
I. Cleanliness of vehicles. This is not
only good advertising for the company's
product but also has a tendency to make
the drivers more careful.
2. An "accident court".
Such a "tribunal" can review all accidents either
weekly or monthly with the object of
educating the drivers in safety and also
of bringing to light mechanical defects
in the trucks. This idea can be elaborated upon in many ways, with management and insurance representatives

as judges and other drivers as the jury.
Also, careful drivers take pride in being
presented with lapel pins for safe driving.
Forms may be provided on which drivers
are instructed to report defects of any
kind. The report can be left under the
windshield wiper when the driver leaves
the truck in the garage. It is gratifying
to the driver to find his report again in
the morning with the word "Done" writ fen across it.

As a general matter, much can be done to reduce trucking costs in almost all
companies in which trucks are used. As has been indicated imagination and
ingenuity will help, but the greatest force for reduction of truck operating costs
is sustained effort along the lines of preventive maintenance.
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Control of Foundry Operation Scrap
by A. M. ATWATER
Assistant Division Ayditor, Foundry Division, Blaw -Knox Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Succinct description of a system which keeps particular track of the
effect of scrap produced on the profitahility of each job passing
through the foundry, is given in this paper. Included also are outlines of the methods by which over -all scrap performance is summarized
monthly, the important process defects located, and incentive to reduce scrap established.

without rejections due to defects
T is still a figment of the imagination. However,
excessive amounts of scrap
HE FOU N D RY T HAT CAN PROD U CE CAST I N GS

cause serious inroads on a company's profits. Even more serious may be the
resulting loss in production as schedules are continually revised, necessitating
the relegation of oncoming production to later dates.
The problem of the accountant is to ascertain the significance of the foundry's
scrap cost and to establish the proper statistical reporting to aid foundry management in the control of defective casting cost. In some systems scrap cost is
treated as overhead which is distributed on a percentage basis or included in a
burden rate for cost dispersal. This method has a tendency to bury the extra
scrap expense and give a fictitious job cost. On the job cost summary under
such a method, orders without scrap are penalized and orders with scrap are
favored in respect to job profit. A more efficient and effective means of accounting for defective castings in a job cost system may be obtained through special
treatment of scrap results on each job.
Job Profit and Loss —With and Without Scrap
In this type of system, historical information is available on the job card showing whether previous orders were produced with a normal, subnormal or excessive amount of scrap. In a case where scrap cost is exceptionally high, further
study may reveal that a particular casting assumes a greater risk in production
than other types of castings. With this information the foundry manager is in
a position to decide on a higher mark -up or to show a reluctance to quote on
further similar orders. On the other hand, knowing the risk involved, he may
be able to devise improved methods of production which will eliminate a greater
part of this risk.
The system may best be illustrated by a case example. In order to determine
the cost of a defective casting, the Job Cost Card (Exhibit 1 ) should be so
DECEMBER, 1950
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_XM _COyT CARD
Customer:

Acme Manufacturing Company

Order No. 2064

Description: Base
Quantity:

2

Pattern No. 26132A

Mold - Direct Labor
Mold - Overhead
Core - Direct Labor
Core - Overhead
Raw Materials
Melting
Cleaning
Other

Hours or
Pounds

Rate

6o
60
40
4o

$1.90
2.00
2.00
1.50

Hr.
Hr.
Hr.
Hr.

30,C00 #
24 Hr.

.008
2.50

Total Cost

$ 114.00
120.00
80.00
60.00
1,204.00
240.00
60 00

$1,878-00

Less: Salvage value of scrap castings

10,1.20

Net Job Coct

$1,774.80

Less* Net Scrap casting cost

522.80

Cost of Good Castings produced
Casting
Date

Amount

Casting
No.

Rough
Weight

8-15 -49

8062

7,6401

8 -20 -49

8063

7,700#

8-25-49

8o63A

7,760/

$1,252.00
Shipment or Scrap
Record

Cost

Salvage
Value

Net
Cost

9 -2 -49
Scrapped 8 -22 -49
e/c Porosity

$626.00

$103.20

$ 522.80

9-2-1,9

EXHIBIT 1

designed that a reasonably accurate defective casting cost can be obtained. The
illustrative data given shows that it was necessary to cast an additional base in
addition to the two ordered, since one casting was declared defective due to
porosity. The scrap cost is, therefore, computed to be one -third of the total cost
of $1,878 or $626, less the $103.20 salvage value of the casting. In other
words, $522.80 represents the net scrap cost or the excess cost incurred in producing the order due to a defective casting.
On the job cost card two important amounts are represented by the "net job
cost" and "cost of good castings ". When these amounts are separately compared with the sales price of the order, the actual gross profit or loss is determined, along with a computed profit or loss amount which would apply if the
order had not suffered extra scrap costs. The following example, using cost
figures from Exhibit 1, illustrates this comparison:
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Sales price
Net job cost

$1,540.00
1,774.80

Sales price
Cost of good castings

$1,540.00
1,252.00

Loss

$ 234.80

Profit

$ 288.00

It, therefore, becomes apparent that the job sustained a loss of $234.80 instead
of realizing a profit of $288, due to extra scrap cost.
CA37IMS SCRAPPED IN PRODUCTION
MONTH OF AUGUST 1950

Salvage
Value

Net
Cost

order Cstg.
No.
No.

Date
Cast

Description

Defect

Weight

Cost

7920

8 -10

Gear Cast Cover

External Crack

2,240

220.00

30.00

190.00

7,700

626.00 103.20

522.80

20,000

1 ,600.00

268.00

1,332.00

2,160

216.00

29.00

187.00

32,100

,662.00 430.20

2,231.80

Previous Balance

24,000

0,540.

,661.60

Year to Date

56,100

3,202•

,091.80 11,110.20

2053
2064

8063

8 -20

Pass

Porosity

2083

8094

8 -22

Housing

Excessive
shrinkage

2092

8106

8 -24

Sptndle

Blov Holes

Total

8,878.40

EXHIBIT 2

Detailed Report of Castings Scrapped in Production
Notification to the office of a scrap casting on this order is effected through a
rejection ticket furnishing specific information, including order number, casting
description, and reasons for rejection. At the end of the accounting period,
which in this case is the calendar month, all rejection reports are sorted by order
number and entered on the report entitled, Castings Scrapped in Production
(Exhibit 2) . Of the items listed, the second carries on the example of Exhibit 1 .
The job cost cards are used for compiling both the value of the work -inprocess inventory and the cost of sales for shipments in an accounting period.
Work -in- process value represents the value of good castings. Consequently, it is
necessary to charge cost of sales with the total cost of castings declared defective in the accounting period.
DE C E M B E R , 1 9 5 0
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EXHI BI T 3

How Is Scrap Running— Over -all and By Defect?
A chart, Exhibit 3, on which the per cent of scrap is plotted, furnishes an
instant answer for the foundry manager on the question of whether scrap is
increasing or decreasing. Hypothetical monthly totals and percentages of the
sort which supply the information for this chart, are listed below for purposes
of illustration:
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

420

Total
weight melted

W eight
of scrap castings

720,000#
640,000
750,000
690,000
660,000
705,000
580,000
710,000
680,000
695,000
675,000
625,000

38,500#
12,200
22,600
8,400
14,200
21,200
6,900
32,100
18,300
15,100
13,800
12,600

8,130,000#

215,900#

Per cent of scrap
Current month
Cumulative
5.35%
1.91
3.01
1.22
2.15
3.01
1.19
4.52
2.69
2.17
2.04
2.02

5.35%
3.73
3.47
2.92
2.77
2.81
2.61
2.86
2.84
2.77
2.71
2.66

N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

A straight line is drawn across the chart which may represent either scrap
performance per cent for the previous year or a budget for the current year,
whichever is used for comparison. The solid line represents current year percentages month -by -month and the broken line a cumulative or year -to -date per
cent.
With basic reports and records available, further analyses and correlation may
be compiled so as to focus emphasis on conditions which are inconsistent with
good foundry practice. The task at hand now becomes one of classification and
tabulation. The importance of a correctly defined defect designation which specifically places responsibility where it should be and is clear in the description
of the reason for the defect, cannot be over - emphasized. Ambiguity should be
eliminated and, in order to effect this, a list of defects by common nomenclature
is a useful tool.
To compile this list, defect causes taken from prior rejection reports are
listed. This list should be carefully reviewed with the various foundry technicians and supervisors so that uniform and descriptive defective casting reasons
are agreed upon. With established defect classifications, tabulations by similar
defects should be made in report form. Each defect report should be informative as to weight, net scrap cost and per cent represented in relation to total
scrap over the applicable period. From these tabulations, frequency and cost
importance of the several types of defects become very apparent. Insignificant
scrap costs by specific defect may be by- passed and special attention directed to
defects resulting in major portions of scrap cost over a recent period of time.
An Incentive System for Foundry Workers
Undoubtedly the lure of additional compensation exerts a powerful driving
force in the individual. We have seen in Exhibit 2 the cost incurred in one
month and also during the year -to -date, due to defective castings. The less tangible loss of production, with the resulting schedule revision and delay of on-,
coming production, is quite often overlooked. The cause of these losses may be
that we are not getting the best work effort. The will to match previous performances is sometimes the limit of natural incentive. This will not cure our
troubles. Many reasons for defective castings can be directly charged to continuing poor technique, improper supervision, and plain carelessness. To counteract these factors, a properly installed and guarded incentive system will reduce
scrap costs surprisingly.
As with any other incentive, extreme caution should be used in installing a
foundry bonus system. The base may be either a scrap percentage goal or a
DE C E M B E R , 1 9 5 0
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maximum scrap cost amount. Using the latter, the saving due to lower scrap
yields would be shared between the company and the employees participating in
the bonus pool. With an incentive system, more rigid inspection of castings
should be made before shipment. Collusion between the inspector and those
receiving benefit from the bonus could result in the reporting of artificially low
scrap costs and if unsound castings were shipped to a customer, ill will would
develop with the resulting loss of business. A heavy penalty should be assessed
whenever the latter condition is evident. Full bonus adjustment granted on castings having passed inspection and having been shipped, is cause for suspicion
and warrants a complete investigation.
Summary of Scrap Reporting System
Whatever particular measures are taken to reduce foundry scrap costs, a twofold benefit is realized if they are successful. The first is the cost saving, itself,
and the second is the prevention of loss of good production volume. The accountant's role in accomplishing these results can be of the utmost importance.
Of course, we recommend our procedures for circumstances to which they are
suited. To sum up, it may be recalled that we obtain scrap loss data for each of
our jobs and know what it has done to profit which would otherwise have been
realized. In addition, the data are summarized and charted by months and
cumulatively on an over -all percentage comparison basis. Further, we classify
losses to categories of defects and concentrate on the important situations in our
searches for remedies. Nor, as indicated above, do we fail to take account of
the human element in the production picture.
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Accounting for Construction of A Metals Plant
by GEORGE L. STUMP
Office Manager, Aluminum Company of America, Davenport, Iowa.

Narrated here, together with the authors more general comments on
the situations which developed, it an experience in accounting for a
multi- building industrial plant during the years of its construction.
Contract interpretation and administration and the creation of fixed
capital records posed the central but not the sole problems.

ACCOUNTANTS HAVE ONLY ONE CHANCE t0 plan the cost work
a
M OST
large construction project. Construction accounting can be difficult and
of

seriously inaccurate in its results unless proper safeguards are established from
the very beginning. Therefore, this article may be of some benefit to those who
face the problem for the first time.
An attempt is made here to present the problems to be handled in terms of
the manner in which they were met on one project. The solutions applied on
this project are not represented to be the last word. However, they have the
stamp of practicality, since they were tried and did prove workable. It is possible also that the most practical aspect of all is one which would least come
to mind. It is this: The accounting during construction must facilitate subsequent accounting during operations.
The project to be described involved the construction of a multi - million
dollar aluminum rolling mill. On a 400 acre tract of land, 37 buildings were
to be built, with a combined roof area of 52 acres. Within the buildings, the
machinery was to be the largest, fastest and most modern that could be obtained.
Not only were the layouts to be new, but certain construction processes were so
new that theretofore they were only dreams in the architect's mind. Some of
the materials used had been untried on a large scale. It was truly a pioneering
job which gave special importance to the cost recording, for the way in which
it was performed could conceivably affect the future of the building industry.
This project was under construction three full years.
A Five -Fold Task
The office manager for the future mill was given the responsibility of accounting for the construction of the mill and, at the same time, of assembling a working force to carry over from construction to operations at any time, when and
to the extent it became possible. It was planned to start operations as soon as
DE C E M B E R , 1 9 5 0
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enough production units were ready even though construction work continued
on the remainder of buildings and equipment. Most of the personnel were to
be recruited locally in a tight labor market and were to be trained on the job.
Five important functions loomed as the principal tasks to be handled, primarily as accounting - related work. These were by no means the only ones, but
the others fitted in. The principal jobs may be described in summary style as
follows:
I. Contracts— Someone had to have all
contracts, be familiar with terms, do
liaison work with contractors' office staff,
aid the construction superintendent, collect information for a prompt, accurate
settlement at the completion of a contract, process insurance claims, etc.
2. General accounting —It was necessary
to open and maintain a factory ledger
keep deferred charges to operation accounts, handle payrolls, establish a
cashier, check and approve freight and
material invoices, etc. In this group
also fell the task of checking contractors' material and payroll reimbursement claims.
3. Fixed capital records —Most of the
construction cost was destined to wind
up in the plant asset records. The rec-

ords had to be prepared accurately and
promptly as facilities were completed
and available for use. Fixed asset record personnel was in a good position to
check on contractor labor, material distributions, and equipment rental agreements.
4. Timekeeping —This basic function became most important. Here was where
real money could be saved through accurate checks on owners' and contractors' employees. The contractor force
reports, payrolls, etc. were checked here
as the most effective point.
5. Material handling —This was another
basic function of major importance involving the receiving, identification, and
dispensing of all materials. The entire
tract of land became the warehouse.

With this background, it is now possible to discuss each of the above tasks,
separately and see just how it worked out on this project.
Contracts:

Accounting and Administration

There were 56 direct contracts and 35 subcontracts in effect during the three
year period. They ranged in value from $ 5 , 0 0 0 to $ 1 8 , 5 0 0 . In addition to the
contracts, 1,700 extra work orders (work outside the contract but performed by
the contractor) were issued. These "E.W.O.'s" ranged in value from $10 to
$30,000. Six types of contracts were represented, namely:
I. Lump sum
2. Unit price
3. Cost plus fixed fee

4. Cost plus fixed fee with incentive pro visions.
5. Cost plus a decreasing percentage fee.
6. Cost plus a fixed rate per manhour.

A first step in most cases was to meet with the contractors' staff as soon as it
arrived on the location to explain what was required of it record -wise. This was
found to be practical in all cases, even though a lump sum or unit price contract
was involved. An official copy of the contract was in hand at each meeting so
that both parties could discuss facts rather than recollection. Here was the
time to arrange the manner in which the contractor would cover his time424
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keeping obligations, how he would handle any rental of equipment, purchases
of supplies, small tools, etc. and also how and when he would submit his invoices. A printed set of instructions proved helpful in keeping him on the right
track throughout the contract. We found it important that the contractor fit his
office procedures to the company scheme rather than to embark upon some odd
compromise which would provide bad results at the outset and get progressively
worse.
It proved necessary to set up a specific procedure for handling of the extra
work orders mentioned above. They are never foreseen at the beginning of a
project but always become evident before long. These are the items that are
often subjects for renegotiation of contract price when settlement time rolls
around. If they have not been carefully handled the company will be unprepared
to furnish specific accounting information for the negotiations. The larger the
contractor the more he will be apt to try to get his cost system adopted. It is
wise to stay out of this trap because his interests are never the same as the
company's.
One item which we found it desirable to watch was the contractor's rates for
clerical help. There is always a tendency for these rates to lose their uniformity
and a migration from one contractor to the other will be the result. This can be
perfectly controlled only in the fee -type contracts. All claims, regardless of
nature, between the company and the contractor should be processed to completion immediately. Too often, these claims are brushed aside at the time, only
to be revived later. By this time people have left, general confusion has set in,
and all that remains is foggy history of the circumstances. This sort of thing
may forever prevent a settlement which could have been in the company's favor.
Equipment rental agreements by contractors proved another source of difficulty. This is a large item in most cases and might well be standardized. All
types of rental contracts were used on this project. Sometimes the owner maintained the equipment, other times the contractor did the maintaining. Now
and then rental applied until the accumulated charges reached 75 per cent of
the value of the equipment and rental was free thereafter. Rental equipment
should, be rigidly inspected upon arrival and departure to avoid future claims.
A tight control on equipment rental was found to be worth the cost.
General Accounting:

Construction Charges, Payables, Payroll

The first step toward getting the accounting operation under way was to
open a factory ledger for the new plant. This ledger started in its simplest
form and new accounts were not provided for until a need arose. Only two
DE C E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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accounts were needed in the very beginning. One was construction work in
progress and the second was deferred charges to operations. Construction work
in progress had several shop orders immediately and the number increased
steadily until it reached 2200, to provide the division of costs required in the
variety of plant property records.
Then very early in the construction period, it was decided to operate on a
full accrual basis. Consequently, an account was opened for accrued liabilities.
Next came the payroll clearing accounts, their auxiliaries, and finally prepaid
insurance and accrued taxes. This group of control accounts took care of all
expense of the construction period.
To digress slightly, it should be pointed out that the posting method used
with respect to the detail of the construction work in progress account was to
individual cards on accounting machines. A hand - posted ledger was maintained
for control accounts to facilitate balancing of detail shop orders at the month end. This method was found to be generally effective from a control standpoint
but was a little slow and cumbersome. Later in the construction period, the
posting of shop orders was transferred to tabulating machines and this process
proved to be speedier, simpler, and fully effective for control. This eliminated
the hand - posted ledger.
The deferred charges to operations account was used to catch all expense
which was not to be capitalized. This included various taxes, i.e., use tax, state
unemployment tax, federal old age benefit tax, payroll tax, etc. Other items not
subject to capitalization were the moving, traveling, and living expense of personnel, small purchases, advance payments on long -range contracts (subsequently transferred to capital), extra handling, and storage charges on equipment. Despite the title of the account, which was theoretically accurate for
the new plant, these charges to future operations were currently absorbed into
the company's general operating expense for the division.
All vendor's invoices were accrued as soon as the material or labor was received. All receipts of both material and services were recorded on miscellaneous receiving reports and run through an accrual register. The accrual method
did cause some difficulties but none proved serious to overcome. The procedure
was of considerable benefit to our main office and locally it provided a basis
for more prompt writing of fixed capital records after completion of work.
The type of contract involved had some effect on the manner in which the
accrual method was used. Generally speaking, all contracts had retainer provisions. Usually two receiving reports were used, one for the portion of the
items received to be paid at once and a supplemental report, bearing the same
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number with a suffix, to accrue liability for the portion with respect to which
payment was withheld. The use of the supplemental receiving report allowed
the accrual register to be cleared of many contracts that otherwise would have
remained for months.
In the beginning, all persons hired were carried on the main office salary list.
After about six months had passed, a local plant payroll was begun. The payroll ledger, checks, and earnings cards were posted on a payroll machine. The
payroll was established on a weekly basis and distributed bi- weekly. Distribution was simple, as all salary costs were charged to construction overhead.
Later on, the preparation and cost distribution of the payroll were transferred to
tabulating and a minimum of difficulty was experienced in this transfer. At
this time, the basis of payroll was shifted from weekly to monthly and distribution from bi- weekly to semi - monthly, to conform with other company plants.
Building Up Adequate Fixed Capital Records
A very large part of the accounting done during a construction period was
performed to provide the basis for good fixed capital records. A person experienced in the preparation of plant property records was made available to direct
this work. The group of people responsible for the fixed capital records set up
the shop orders under the construction work in progress account and, therefore,
had a better knowledge of them than did any other group. T h i s gr ou p a l so
made daily contacts with contractors' staff and physically checked the field progress of construction. With the knowledge gained by these field checks and personnel contacts, they were able to place the proper shop order code on material
requisitions and to aid the contractors in correctly coding their daily time distributions.
As it developed, it was far more practical to have a person go to the principal
contractors each day and make their time distributions for them. As stated previously the contractor is concerned mainly with carrying the field work to completion and collecting his fee, rather than in accounting accuracy. Any kind of
distribution will satisfy him, but the company needs to know that the distribution is at least reasonably accurate if property records are to be prepared from
the results.
It should be stated here that not all companies place the same stress on property records. Our company uses the property records for many things. The calculation of plant depreciation is only one use. We find that the records are very
valuable to the engineers when they have to estimate for modifications and for
new installations. Working toward a record which will serve all uses, we pre DE C E M B E R , 1 9 3 0
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pare property records in considerable detail. The detail includes both detail of
description and cost. Approximately 7,000 of these detailed records were finally
prepared. Prompt preparation was a requirement, in order that the recovery of
the huge investment in plant might start as soon as individual facilities became
available for use.
A depreciation ledger was begun as soon as the first assets were capitalized.
The ledger was maintained in separate sections for each of the various production divisions which were established. Each asset as a base for depreciation, was
recorded by asset number, cost in total and annual depreciation in monthly
accrual sections. The production divisions were further divided by classes of
assets which carry the same rate of depreciation. The straight -line method of
depreciation, used by the company, was applied and each asset was set up to
depreciate evenly throughout its expected economic life.
A production center ledger was also established early in construction. This
ledger parallels the arrangement of the depreciation ledger, except that here the
assets were grouped into smaller centers of production equipment. The larger
buildings and services systems were prorated to various centers according to use.
This ledger served to help determine production costs as soon as operations
were started. The production center and depreciation ledgers, together with the
file of the 7,000 detail asset records, make up the local fixed capital records.
Wherever feasible, it was the practice to identify each asset by attaching a
small aluminum tag bearing a six digit number. The first three digits designated the depreciation class and the last three the numerical sequence of the
item. The identification and tagging operation was in no way a small task.
Generally, it was found advisable to do this promptly upon receipt of the material, especially in the case of smaller items, such as motors, transformers, furniture, etc. Rolling mills, furnaces, large shears, etc., seldom get lost, so the necessity for promptness in physical identification for the records is not as great.
Timekeeping —A Problem in Method
Any timekeeping system must be designed to fit the physical layout of the
job to which it applies. For the system to be successful, a certain amount of control must be maintained over movements of workers to and from the project.
For the most part, our time - checkers became watch dogs over the contractor's
checkers to try to prevent payment of unearned wages. This naturally was of
prime concern to us in the case of contracts based on reimbursable cost. The
plant guard force was used to aid in checking workers in and out of various
gates.
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Time clocks were tried at first but were soon rejected by the unions. Next a
brass check system was used, which met the same fate. The scheme, which
tended to remain in existence, was the field check method. For example, a master field check sheet was maintained by the contractor. Theoretically, to receive
a full day's pay, an employee would have to have four check marks opposite his
badge number on the master check list. The first check was made upon his
arrival in the morning. During the day, two field checks were made and his
presence verified, thus giving him two more attendance checks. Finally, the
man's foreman indicated his presence by describing his duties that day.
The field check system sounds fine and should work well. However, when a
contractors' employees number into the thousands, problems do arise. Field
checking is not easy when some of the people are on the ground, some under
the ground, and still others perched far above the ground. The problem arises
as to what to do with the man who does not have the required four check marks.
Many people are involved, and all have alibis. Usually, on this project, the man
was paid and the system showed certain weakness. This method of control
should not be discarded completely just because it works less well when numbers are involved. As to smaller contractors, it worked remarkably well.
At first foremen were to put shop order codes on the time distribution of
their crews. This was a complete failure. The only effective substitute for this
was for the foremen to write brief job descriptions for their men daily, by
hours on each job. These job descriptions then had to be converted into shop
order codes by others and extended on the payrolls. The timekeepers made
checks on the use of small tools in the hands of contractors. Essentially, this
consisted only of verification that some kind of check -out system was established
and used.
Another function performed by timekeepers was to check the progress, crews,
etc., in connection with extra work orders. These were jobs outside the scope
of the main contract. The contractor, himself, prepared summaries of both material and labor used in these extra jobs and forwarded them to the timekeepers,
who, on the basis of their findings, verified the reports as to accuracy before
the responsible engineer would approve the time for payment.
Materia l Hand lin g a nd Sto rer oom s with out Ro ofs
In the field of material handling, most people fully realize what steps should
be taken to receive, store and issue material. These steps apply whether a job is
large or small. Yet this realization does not solve the problem. -In a large project, as we found out, there is a tendency to be overwhelmed by the task. Nor
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will additional workers always relieve the situation to any great degree. The
problem is rather one of selecting certain elusive items for exercise of tight
control and relaxing control where the project is least vulnerable.
Storage space is almost always at a premium on a construction project and is
usually found anywhere and everywhere. Much of the material can be exposed
to the weather and outside storage is satisfactory in these cases. Other items
must be sheltered. In the beginning a small 30'x 50' shack was provided as a
warehouse. It soon filled and overflowed. Next followed a search for high and
dry spots on the ground, but these were few and far between. (There always
seems to be abundant rainfall around construction projects.) just possibly it
cost more money to dig materials out of mud and move them than it would have
if crude shelters had been provided in the first place.
Some assistance was afforded by the fact that the permanent storeroom was,
wisely enough, the first building erected but its dimensions were naturally not
adequate to constructions uses. Nevertheless, it did provide a headquarters to
work from. Consideration must always be given to locating stored items near
the spot where they will be used. Shuffling material around from place to place,
usually done by tradesmen with high hourly rates, is very expensive, and is an
outlay which adds to the cost but not the value of the plant. In line with this
and to gain space for small, expensive, and vulnerable items, material "cribs"
were put up near the spot of intended use. These were constructed of mill fence
material and were locked. This proved very helpful. It provided a small storehouse virtually on the spot. A little more time for planning for these "cribs"
could have resulted in added usefulness.
On the project being described, most of the material used in construction was
furnished to the contractors by the company. This permitted purchasing in
quantity and usually yielded price advantages too. The contractor who handled
the concrete work did purchase and issue his own supplies. The sand, stone,
gravel, lumber, and cement were allocated currently to items of work by his
engineers and this distribution was satisfactory. Other contractors likewise disbursed material used by them. The material was purchased and received by the
company and then turned over to the using contractor. He, in turn, disbursed
it by requisition and furnished us with the requisition so that we could relieve
inventory. This process proved quite successful. (However, in one case, the
contractor furnished about half of the material used and the company the other
half. Both halves looked alike and were stored the same place. Nobody could
determine upon inventory whose half was being used.)
Our first step upon receipt of a shipment was to tally the items received. From
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the tally list, a formal miscellaneous receiving report was prepared showing the
vendor, purchase order, freight data and a complete listing of items received .
and their use. Each item received was tagged with a white linen tag, upon
which the name of the item was written in waterproof ink. Thus, no matter
where the items went, it had some identification. This extra effort was well
worth the trouble in preventing items from being lost through lack of such
identification. Every shipment of material which came in was logged in a receipt ledger showing vendor and storage location. Copies of this log were sent
daily to the engineers to keep them posted as to current receipts.
In many cases shipments received are over order, short, or damaged. A practical necessity on construction jobs is that one person should devote his time to
following up claims against the carrier or the vendor, as the case may be. Any
neglect on these claims always proves to be costly. Also assigned to the receiving groups, was the responsibility for unloading and storing bulk material received in carload lots. Special attention here prevents unnecessary demurrage
costs. Further, on the side of integrity of materials, it was found necessary to
use a 'vehicle pass" containing a list of contents carried by trucks and automobiles moving in or off the premises. The use of this instrument prevented unauthorized movement of materials by motor vehicles.
Last but not least come the problems of surplus and salvage materials. Every
large construction project generates quantities of it. This material includes both
new and used items. The problems of collecting, sorting, and disposal are considerable. In one case there was available on the plant site, a large factory type
building which could be used for storing this kind of material. At one time,
fourteen people were engaged in processing surplus and salvage, a fact which
may serve to indicate the volume handled and the amount of work it required.
Disposal of excess material was by way of several channels. Other plants of
the company were able to make use of some. Local employees were given a
chance to purchase what they could use. The junk dealers got their share. Surplus and salvage items were accounted for by crediting proceeds to the shop
orders originally charged with their purchase. It was felt that loss in value
(amount of original charge less salvage credit) was a proper shop order charge
includible in construction cost.
Good Construction Accounting a Present -Day "Must"
Such was our experience. It has been given from the company viewpoint.
However, large construction contractors are today missing a bet if they do not,
themselves, provide adequate cost control systems in the interests of all conDE C E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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cerned. The day may well come in the not too distant future when they will be
forced by improved practice to incorporate necessary cost controls in their accounting systems, particularly on cost -plus contracts. The hey -day of loss systems and inaccurate and inadequate cost and accounting information is about
over. American industry is demanding improved accounting techniques and cost
controls as a part of today's specifications for construction contracts. It has been
proven in actual practice that established cost controls are not impossible in the
field of major construction.
Construction accounting is never dull. Occurrence of the unexpected and
unbelievable takes place so often as almost to become routine. A good disposition and a thick hide are requirements for today's construction accountant. In
looking back on the experience here related (which included confusion, heartaches, troubles, good times, interesting people, and sundry other lively elements), I can still truthfully say, "I'm glad I was there ". In fact, I wouldn't
have missed it for anything.
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Quantity Control of Manufacturing Inventory:
I. A Detail Posting Method
by OSWALD B. AABERG,
General Auditor, National Advertising Co., Waukesha, Wisconsin

in invenT tory control must be the smallest

list the vice - president in charge of
sales. The plant superintendent, the
quantity consistent with continuous production control manager and the
production and the purchase of eco- purchasing agent assist the vice- presinomical quantities. Automobile com- dent in charge of manufacturing.
panies are good examples of this theory, These two principals and their assistsince inventory turnover in some cases ants do not group into opposing
exceeds twenty-four times a year. In forces. Each man has a specific funcsome cases, a car is actually paid for tion in intelligently planning for fuby the customer before some of the ture production.
The committee usually meets durmaterial of which it is composed has
ing the second week of each month.
been paid for by the manufacturer.
In many businesses it is not a scar- It has before it, historical production
city of materials but a scarcity of plan- records by model and specification of
ning which keeps concerns in a con- product. These are condensed sumtinual turmoil over inventory short- maries and include what are called
ages. Constructive planning by both standard models. (All variations of
sales and manufacturing departments product are made from standard models.) A summary of the schedule of
is necessary
unfilled sales orders at the end of the
Planning Committee
previous month is also available. DisIn the particular situation which is cussion centers on estimating sales durthe subject of this paper, the planning ing the coming months based upon
committee is headed jointly by the past performance, the unfilled order
vice - president in charge of sales and schedule, reports on customers' plans,
the vice - president in charge of manu- and seasonal variations peculiar to the
facturing. Assistants to these individ- industry.
uals also are on the committee. The
From this discussion emerges a
sales manager and chief expediter as- schedule of production by model and
O ACHI E V E T HE U LT I M AT E
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specification for the ensuing six
months. Usually the schedule for the
month immediately following will not
be changed after the committee meeting. However, schedules of all future
months are subject to revision at later
meetings and even the schedule for
the succeeding month may be changed
before that month's production starts,
if circumstances warrant. As soon as
the meeting has closed, the production
control manager, who acts as secretary,
prepares the approved schedule which
is distributed to all members of the
committee and other interested executives and department heads. This
schedule is useful in many ways, but
especially in that it enables the plant
superintendent to plan manpower requirements and the production control
manager to plan and schedule receipt
of materials, for natural effects of the
planning are either to add to or deduct
from the working force and to require
either additional purchase or production orders or cutbacks for materials
required.
Schedule E xplosion— Standard Models

The committee's schedule (covering
standard models, as stated) is next
sent to the tabulating department. Here
it is "exploded" into parts requirements. In these "explosions," the bill
of material requirements of each part
involved in the production of each
product is multiplied by the estimated
production of such products. All parts
common to two or more products are
434
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collated. The quantities are totaled
and summarized in tabular form. This
tabulation, which shows total requirements of each part needed to complete
the schedule, is then sent to the material control section to assist it in ordering and scheduling the receipt of
standard or common parts from which
many other parts are derived. The
parts required for standard models
comprise approximately seven per cent
of the total number of different parts
purchased and manufactured, yet they
make up approximately eighty per cent
of the dollar value of material flowing
into the plant.
Nonstandard Models

This procedure covers the high aggregate dollar value of standard parts.
However, nonstandard parts pose a
real problem. The company manufactures to the needs and specifications
of a particular customer or industry.
As such, it can be classified as a job
shop with assembly line production.
Since more than ninety-five per cent
of the product manufactured and
shipped varies from the standard
model, it is the nonstandard ninetythree per cent of the total number of
parts with which we are most concerned. These parts are spread over
most of the orders in the shop and is
essential that they be on hand at the
proper time so that assembly operations will not be interrupted.
There is a direct attack on this problem. A copy of each customer order is
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN
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EXHIBIT 1
se nt to the ma teria l con tr ol section.

Here the orders are reviewed as to
specifications and to determine the special subassemblies which are required.
If a specification calls for a part or
subassembly which is rather difficult to
obtain, an order is placed immediately
for this item. This fact is also indicated in pencil on the material ledger

first month's requirements are interpreted. The interpreted cards and the
tabulation are sent to the material
control section.
Ma t e r i a l C o n t r o l L e d g e r S h e e t

At this point, data are ready to be
posted to Material Control Ledger
Sheets (Exhibit 1) . These are not percard. The customers' orders are then petual inventory records and could not
sent to the tabulating department. be used as such. The usual informaCards are key punched there with the tion is recorded on the material confollowing as well as other informa- trol ledger sheets, such as part number, part name, and specification of
tion:
material.
I. Model number
In addition, the sheets show on
2. Specification number
which
model each part is used and
3. Quantity ordered (as scheduled.
how many pieces are required on each
This information is used to explode model. If the part is obsoleted, the
orders into the nonstandard parts re- date and engineering change number
quirements by periods in which they are inserted. This information is useare needed. This data is, in turn, sum- ful since parts may be used for servmarized and tabulated. At the same ice or replacement for several years
time, a summary card is reproduced after being obsoleted for production.
and on this card the part number and Provision has been made on the card
DE CE MB ER , 1950
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to record the purchase price per unit
since it is hoped that it will be possible to develop an economical order
quantity as more history is obtained
on parts activity.
The parts history which the system
develops is regarded as one of its most
important features. This information
went "by the board" in the system
previously in use. Rule -of -thumb use
figures, relied on by the purchasing
department, had to be employed when
first setting up the new cost sheets
but are now being supplanted by experience data. It will be noted that
the week is used as the unit of time
for stating required supply and procurement time data. This provides a
framework of thinking acceptable to
operating organization.
Top Copfions

In the upper right -hand corner of
the sheet there are several captions of
interest. The first caption relates to
number of weeks' supply on hand. This
quantity is determined by the production control section based on past experience. Factors affecting this quantity are the regularity with which the
part is used, and the availability of the
part, i.e., whether the supplier can deliver on schedule. The next caption
is "Time to Procure." This information is obtained from the purchasing
department. It is determined by categories of inventory and not by individual parts. The purchasing depart436

ment informs production of the average time to procure castings or forgings or any other category of material,
and this information is posted to each
ledger sheet within the category. "Time
to Procure" is also used as time to machine a part and, in this case, is obtained from shop records.
"Quantity Used Per Week" reflects
the building up of usage data. A short
history has now been accumulated on
each part and the company is in the
process of adjusting this quantity on
standard parts (originally estimated)
and inserting a quantity on special
parts (for which none was set in the
first instance) . The "Reserved for
Service" caption concerns the quantity
for one month's average orders for the
part as a service or replacement item.
In order to obtain the quantity for
the last and most significant of permanent data, caption "Minimum Balance
Available," the number of weeks' supply on hand is added to the number
of weeks' time to procure, and this total is multiplied by the quantity used
per week. To this is added the quantity reserved for service. The resulting
figure means that, should the quantity
of any one part on hand and on order
drop to a lower amount, consideration
should be given to ordering the part.
It does not necessarily mean to order
more, since conditions may have
changed since the last review of the
card.
It may be mentioned that only penN. A. C. A. BULLETIN

cil markings are made in the top sec- are posted quantities which come in
tion of the card, since figures must be from vendors, received in stock, or on
changed as conditions change. This the assembly floor (which have passed
section of the card is actually the in- inspection) . The posting of such reventory control. With it, inventory ceipts reduces the balance on order but
quantities can easily be increased or increases balance available on hand. It
decreased. When more experience and does not affect balance available. In
history have been gained, it should be the received column are entered quanpossible to conform to seasonal varia- tities scrapped or rejected while in
tions with facility. The entire respon- process, since they will not be received
sibility for the size and parts coverage as good pieces on the order. The effect
of the inventory rests with the produc- of this is to reduce balance available.
The remaining columns are resulttion control manager. With the information at hand he is enabled in- ing data. The column for balance
telligently to control the flow of ma- available on hand reflects the unencumbered balance on hand in the shop
terials.
and is not a perpetual inventory figure,
Entry Sections of Control Sheet
since parts which have been reserved
The lower part of the material con- for production may not yet have been
trol ledger sheet has several sections, removed from the inventory. The baleach of which has a definite function. ance available is the total unencumIn the requirements section we have bered or unreserved parts on hand in
two columns, plus and minus. At the shop and on order from vendors or
bottom is a code of symbols to define machine shop. The balance available
the transactions posted. In the plus is reduced by the minimum balance
column are posted salvage returns, available (which has been computed
which increase the available balance. at the top of the ledger sheet) . If the
In the minus column are posted stand- balance available is less than the miniard model requirements, special order mum, a red or credit figure turns up
requirements, service requirements, in the final column, "Over— Under."
miscellaneous requirements, scrap, and This warns the machine operator to
rejects. All of these reduce the balance segregate the ledger sheet and to send
available.
it to production clerks for review as to
In the "ordered" section there are necessity for reordering the part.
three columns. In the first column are
entered quantities ordered from ven- The Results Show
dors or to be produced in the shop.
The foregoing paragraphs have preEntries in this column increase the bal- sented a brief description of the invenance available. In the received column tory control procedure now in use by
DE C E M B E R , 1 9 5 0
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the company. The sound planning accompanying the procedure has resulted
in a better basis for the control desired
to be exercised. It has been an important factor in the company's ability to
maintain production at a consistent
level with 20 per cent less inventory
on hand than previously. In addition,
the orderliness brought about by the

installation, a sizable reduction in operating costs of the material control
and tabulating departments has been
achieved. Last but not least, the procedure has increased the responsiveness and decisiveness of employees
working in the material control section, because they realize they have effective tools with which to work.

Quantity Control of Manufacturing Inventory:
2. Accumulation Posting Method
by JAMES R. WATT,
Accounting Machine Manager, National Cash Register Co., Williamsport, Pa.

and
T oversupply of inventory items exist
HE D AN GE RS OF U N D E RSU P PLY

in most companies, particularly oversupply. Production men dread shortages more than inventory losses. Finding the happy medium is a responsibility of the cost accountant. It is an essential phase of any cost control program.
Broad Approach Needed

No chart or calculator will provide
a ready answer. Moreover, in attempting to solve the problem the cost accountant must become thoroughly familiar with his company's current sales
situation and with foreseeable future
market developments in the industry,
as well as with production and cost
problems. It is a rich opportunity for
him to broaden his knowledge of the
business and increase his stature in the
management picture.
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The specific goal is to arrive at practical minimum and maximum requirements for each inventory item for a
given period in the immediate future.
In most industries, however, this is
only a start. Increases or decreases in
productive capacity, changes in the
production processes, growth or decline of sales volume, and shifts in
market conditions necessitate that the
determination of inventory requirements be a continuous process or again
the dangers of undersupply and oversupply will exist.
In some cases, as in the one now to
be discussed it is possible to base minimum inventories on known sales requirements plus limited reserves to
cover scrap and overruns, thus arriving at inventory needs for conservatively anticipated sales over a limited
period. Production based on known
sales is planned thirty to forty-five
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

days ahead.

Inventory requirements are estab-

lished to fulfill planned production requirements
='
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pl u s a ma r g i n of

sa fety to me e t con ti ng en ci es

wh i c h ma y arise.
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tained through successful bidding in which price
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plants find that modernization has placed them in
an advantageous position. Rather, it has enabled
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present labor conditions, labor costs are established
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ventory control along the lines outlined in this
article looms as a predominant factor in success ful operations, for cost control becomes the road
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to profits.
The Inventory Card

is
$

The four balances carried on the inventory
card in use (all in terms of quantities) are as
follows as will be observed from Exhibit 1:
I.

g

Requirements— Pounds
Comers' orders.

needed

to

fill

existing

cus-

2. Orders outstanding —A more explanatory heading
might be "pounds on order" or "quantity -on- order ".
t
W
€
1
g

w
E5
x
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3. Inventory -in- process —This is inventory -on -hand and in
production to fill customers' orders. At no time should
this in process balance exceed the requirements balante .
4. Inventory unassigned— Inventory -on -fiend and not in
production, i.e., available to fill existing or fut ure requirements.
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All inventory records are machine posted. Pending delivery of the machine, however, the system was maintained manually with fairly satisfactory
results. Briefly the advantages of machine- posting have been:
I. Greater
control.

accuracy,

resulting

in

better

2. Increased speed of posting.
3. Simplified

ordering

and inventory

re-

porting procedures.
4. Reduction of accounting costs through
reduction in personnel.

E� � m M 1 1 0

hand or on order to meet produc•
tion schedules, no matter whether it
costs $.10 a pound or $10 a pound,
Naturally every effort will be made to
procure the item at as favorable a price
as possible, but it is impossible to establish a minimum or maximum dollar
value of an inventory item.
For example, if we were to establish
$1,000 as the maximum value of the
inventory we will carry of an item, of
which we need 1,000 pounds to fulfill
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EXHIBIT 2

It may be noted here that the card
carries quantity balances but no dollar
values. Some accountants may feel that
this is a serious lack. In vi ew of the
conditions which have been mentioned
item value is not an inventory control
factor. Since inventory requirements
are established on the basis of orders
on the books or conservatively anticipated, the quantities on hand or on
order are essential to obtain, regardless

existing orders and the most favorable
market price is $1.25 a pound, we
would exceed our maximum dollar
value by $250 or fall short of production requirements by 200 pounds. Conversely, if

$1,000

is ou r

mi n imu m

va lu e a n d the ma r k e t price d r o p s to
5 0 ¢ a p o u n d , we wo u l d ca rry twice

as many pounds as required. Therefore, we can disregard the dollar value

of cost. Assu m i n g tha t 1 , 0 0 0 p o u n d s

as an inventory control factor. It is.

of an item is required to fulfill existing orders, 1,000 pounds must be on

of course, an important factor in cost
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Posting Procedure

Posting is not done directly from
source documents but from summary
media. This is illustrated by Exhibit
2 which is a recapitulation sheet prepared for posting purposes from production and receiving reports, orders
received, and purchase orders placed.
This recapitulation sheet, which is
quickly and easily worked up, has a
number of distinct posting advantages.
Among them are:
I. Elimination of random, exhaust -sort posting method for reports and orders which
cover several inventory items.
2. The inventory card for each item is referred to for posting only once daily and
in one posting complete, single line, upto -the- minute information is obtained.
3. Posting time is cut in half, leaving the
machine available for other applications.

Previous balances are posted in the
shaded columns of the inventory card
headed "pick -up." Balances are automatically computed and extended.
Posting totals of the various columns
affected are accumulated and, at the
end of the posting run, are cleared to
a control card. These totals must agree
with the pre - established totals on the
recapitulation sheet. No daily proof,
other than visual, of previous balance
pick -ups is made. To some users of
mechanical accounting equipment this
idea may seem to be of doubtful merit
but in actual practice it has proven to
facilitate speed and not to impair
accuracy. The advantages of visual
proof are:
DE C E M B E R , 1 9 5 0

I. With a mechanical proof, previous balances must be posted twice. Visual proof
requires only one posting.
2. With a mechanical proof of four previous balances, it would be necessary to
scan the inventory card for balances.
Visual proof permits handling each balance as it is encountered.
3. With a mechanical proof, it has been
found that (at least 50 per cent of the
time errors occur in the second posting
of t e previous balance, which means
that the error was not made in the posting operation but in the proving procedure.
4. Visual proof, in this case, has been
highly satisfactory and errors have been
negligible.

In the event of an error, it is disclosed when a trial balance is taken.
Originally this was done once or twice
a week, but because errors are so infrequent, it is now done only at the fifteenth and the end of the month, at
which times it is necessary for reporting to the parent company and ordering additional inventory.
Daily and Semi - Monthly Control

The inventory clerk has an opportunity during the daily machine posting
to visually check the inventory situa=
tion. This check will reveal any glaring incongruities or trends. An alert
inventory clerk can provide a real
measure of daily control and catch the
clerical errors in reporting, which always occur, before the semi - monthly
report is made. This consists of a trial
balance of the inventory cards taken
on the fifteenth and at the end of the
month and serves three purposes:
I. To prove accuracy of previous balance
postings.
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3. To serve (after being used for ordering)
as a report of inventory status to the
parent company.

The report is in the form shown in
Exhibit 3 and gives a complete picture
of the inventory status, item by item.
It is prepared on the bookkeeping machine from the individual inventory
cards.
Orderly Ordering

Our parent company establishes an
overall monthly tonnage quota for or-

ticipated orders. In addition, the quota
establishment is a basic part of the
overall budget policy of the parent
company, which is engaged in many
allied but diversified activities.
Responsibility for allocating the established quota to the various sizes
and qualities is vested in the local cost
accounting and control department, of
which inventory control is an important section. Purchase orders are placed
twice a month. With the information
provided the semi - monthly report, it
is fairly simple to determine what and
in

1. To provide information for placing orders
for additional inventory.
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EXHIBIT 3

dering. This quota is based upon ex- how much to order. However, here
isting orders, anticipated orders, and again the cost accountant cannot rely
production requirements. The parent solely on the figures provided in the
company assumes the responsibility of report but must also apply his knowlestablishing the overall quota because edge of the business to arrive at proper
it has available in its central sales and answers.
accounting departments the latest sales
For example, Item No. 1 in Exhibit
information and detailed information 3 would seem to be in ample supply.
on finished goods inventory quantities Inventory on order and on hand exlocated in various warehouses through- ceed requirements by 3,000 pounds
out the country and which could be and inventory-on -hand alone is in exapplied against existing or future an- cess of requirements by 1,000 pounds.
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Furthermore, 80 per cent of inventory
needed to fill requirements is already
in process. From the report, therefore,
it would seem that no additional order
for it need be placed. Nevertheless,
the cost accountant knows that Item
1 is a component part of about 75 per
cent of the orders the company receives
and the existing surplus is hardly a
sufficient reserve to maintain for the
ensuing period.
On the other hand, Item No. 5
would appear to be in short supply.
Actually, however, the demand for this
item is very small and it is considered
to be an obsolete item. The cost accountant knows that it is being used
at the present time to complete an old
order and he will guide purchases accordingly. With regard to Item No. 7,
there can be no question that an order
must be placed since inventory on order and on hand is considerably below
existing requirements. Item No. 3 is
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in neither an oversupply nor an under supply situation. If quota will permit,
an order will be placed for this item.
If not, the cost accountant knows that,
should necessity arise, acceptable substitutes are available.
Two Control Fundamentals

So it goes, item by item. The cost
accountant uses two tools: ( 1 ) The
semi - monthly report and (2) his acquired knowledge of all angles of the
business, to order wisely and to control
costs. It is a simple and direct example of the essentials of the record keeping and record -using processes
generally. Judgment must be based on
facts —and must go beyond them. In
no area are these essentials more important to embody in procedures than
in control of inventories which, for so
tangible an asset, continually prove
themselves surprisingly elusive from
a control viewpoint.
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THE

COST

A PROCEDURE FOR CHARGING
BURDEN TO PLANT-FABRICATED
CAPITAL ITEMS

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
CAPI TAL ITEM S FABIUCATED by plant
personnel and added to plant investment
have always presented a costing problem. While it has become an almost universally accepted accounting principle that
no element of profit should be included in
the costs capitalized, the inclusion of a portion of overhead or burden cost in this
amount has not yielded so readily to summary dismissal. There is a growing feeling
on the part of industrial accountants and
public accountants alike that a portion of
the overhead costs of a plant shou ld be allocated to the cost of items which are
plant- fa bricated and which are to be added
to the capital investment of the plant.
The usual argument against such inclusion is that the elements of burden are
present whether capitalizable items are
being fabricated or not and that, if no
capitalizable items were made, the amount
of bu rden wou ld be the sa me a nd would all
be applied to goods in process. While such
an argument is valid as far as it goes, it
does not seem to me to get a t the hea rt of

FORUM

problem of determining the equ ita ble share
remains.
In the ca se of labor expended on ca pita l
items, there are certain burden costs which
are fixed percentages of the labor dollar.
Among these are pensions, liability and
compensation
insurance,
unemployment
compensation taxes, and the employer's
portion of the Federal insurance contribution tax. Similarly, vacation and disability
wage costs are closely linked to plant labor
dollars and a percenta ge of each labor dollar expended can be attributed to these
items and capitalized. The total of these
pay roll items varies from company to
company but the average is approximately
15 per cent of the ba se pa y. Certainly all
the plant labor which is expended on a
capital item should have this 15 per cent
of burden added to it. Otherwise, the
products produced for sale would have to
bear burden from which they derive no
benefits.
Other elements of burden (purchasing
department

expense,

protection,

welfare,

etc., etc.,) should be distributed proportionately in accordance with the over -all relationship

between

direct

manufacturing

and direct capital expenditures.

At first

the matter. More specifically, it may be

gla nce, the reduction of this distribution to

contended that the burden incurred during

a percentage to be added to every dollar of

the course of fabricating should be spread

capital expenditure would seem to be any-

as equitably as possible to all items and

body's guess, but actually the calculation

that this is still true even if some items are
to be capitalized. However, if we assume

of the percenta ge is not too difficult. Total

for the moment the correctness of the the-

the best basis for making the computation.

expenses for the period involved furnish

ory that an equitable share of the burden

An analysis of the burden items will dis.

should be capitalized along with the direct

close certain costs which should be elimi-

costs of a plant- fabricated capital item, the

nated as not applicable to capital expendi-
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tures. Among these are, in the writer's
opinion, depreciation, and experimental,
laboratory and similar costs. Other items to
eliminate from total burden are the expenses already mentioned, which are proportionate to labor cost and will be distributed on the basis of labor dollars.
After net burden is determined by deducting these costs, the next step is to
divide it by the total direct labor and
material cost to arrive at a percentage representing burden per dollar of direct cost.
This percentage is then applied against
each dollar of direct labor and material
spent for capital items.
Handling the off - setting credit to the
burden cost accounts for the portion of
burden diverted to capital items, is relatively simple. The amounts arising from
the labor - related items (pensions, f.i.c.a.,
etc.) should be credited directly to their
respective cost accounts. The remainder
should be credited to a burden credit account under the title of "burden capitalized" or some similar one.
W. R. WOERNER, Richmond Chapter
INSTRUCTING COMPANY TRAINEES
IN ACCOUNTING MEDIA

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
CO- OPERATIVE TR AI NI NG carried on by
our company in conjunction with the local
institute of technology provides periods of
shop and other practical experience alternated with periods of school for a limited
number of young people who are doing
satisfactory academic work.
We are also attempting to orient graduate engineers who come to us, during the
transit period from school to industry, by
offering to selected graduates, as needs
arise, a special one -year training program
providing a pre - planned schedule of work
in each of the various departments of the
organization. This gives them the opportu446

nity to learn much about the products,
processes and personnel of our company.
In each of the above circumstances, we
feel that the trainees should spend a short
period of time in the factory accounting
department. The suggested length of this
training is between three and four weeks.
Below is a brief summary of activities
which are of assistance to the trainees in
the program and which give them a broadened viewpoint on our manufacturing activities as reported to management.
Materials
Distribution of invoices.
Setting of material standards.
Analysis of material by types.
Analysis of returns to vendors.
Material price variance report.
Material controls.
Labor
Account distribution.
Operational costs.
Weekly labor analysis.
Setting of labor standards.
Weekly payroll data.
Special order costs.
Customer repair orders.
Productive labor control methods.
Overhead
Distribution by departments.
Setting of overhead standards.
Supplies
Distribution of invoices.
Account distribution.
Departmental charges.
Printing and photography costs.
Pricing of inventories.
Power, heat, and light.
Scrap
Costing of scrap.
Departmental distribution.
Pricing of displays.
Other reports to management
Inventory analysis.
Cost analysis by line of equipment.
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Foundry costs.
Special cost estimates.
Graphic charts.
Expense analysis summariW
Orders and shipments.
Insurable values.
Accommodation sales to employees.
Plant asset records.
New tools by line of equipment.
Variances from standard.
Plant orders covering new construction
and installation of new machinery and
equipment.
The length of time for which a trainee
is assigned to the cost department necessarily determines the thoroughness of his training in the subjects listed. The listing is
modified from time to time to reflect current trends in business and the emphasis
is changed somewhat according to the particular line of work in which the student
later expects to be engaged.
I believe a similar course of training
should be considered by each company
management. Too frequently, orientation
courses are confined entirely to factory
mechanical procedures and the student does
not realize that management shapes policies and pays taxes and dividends on the
basis of reports submitted by the accounting
division. The course outlined creates in
the student a wholesome respect for the
office procedures, and builds up a spirit
of cooperation which is essential to the correct compilation and presentation of reports.
WALTER O. WILSON, Rochester Chapter
FOREMEN REPORT DAILY ON
LABOR EFFECTIVENESS

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
D U R I N G A M E E T I N G of plant supervisory
personnel some years ago, our general manager posed a simple hypothetical problem
involving manhours required to do a particular task. The twenty supervisory employees in the room were qualified by ex-
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perience to give an intelligent answer and
adequa te time was allowed. Answers ranging from one ha lf manhou r to twelve man hours were given. The correct answer was
about one and one ha lf ma nhours.
The incident took place before standards
were developed for our operations. Our
immediate approach at that time, to provide
a basis for more reliable approximations,
was a simple mimeographed daily report
which the supervisor completed and handed
in to his superior at the close of each
shift. Our present report, Exhibit 1, has
not been materially changed from the one
then devised, except to incorporate standards and variance data.
It will be observed that the information called for on the report requires reference to individual time and production
data. In this connection, time clocks were
located conveniently in each operating department so that the supervisor had easy
access to time cards. Also, counters were
installed on machines wherever necessary
and served for measuring production and
also for inventory control. The supervisors' reports serve us as media for tabula lation labor payroll records and for
distribution of labor costs, as well as for
daily cost control. W e verify the reports
with week ly time cards before the media is
used. Weekly and monthly labor analysis
are prepared for top management by the
payroll department.
Although simple and effective for labor
cost control on various levels, these reports are a da pta ble only to pla nts in which
process cost accounting can readily be employed and the number of employees per
foreman or supervisor does not exceed
twenty -five. The foreman personally evaluates the work accomplished in his department at the close of each day.
ARTHUR W. GAST, Northern Wisc. Chapter
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Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
F UL L UTI L I ZA TI O N of available produc.
tive capacity is one of the prime requ isites
for the profita ble operation of a going business, and yet the cost accountant often fails

to spotlight dangerous trends in this area.
There are probably two major reasons for
the omission:
t. Loading of productive equipment is the
function of productive control, planning
or some similar group.
2. Difficulty in selection of a vehicle of
measurement which will be simple yet
effective for management use.
With respect to the first excuse, is it not
true that any function within an organization, regardless of whether it is a production responsibility or otherwise, should be
subject to scrutiny and control and results
of the activity reported? The selection of
a suitable measuring stick is a more significant stumbling block. The measurement
basis must fit the individual need. However, it is easy to become so involved in
the maze of transaction detail that the ob.
vious, simple, and effective tools are overlooked.
The following broad approa ch to u tilization of produ ctive capacity has proved adequa te for our purpose, yet easy to administer. First, we determine the total number
of ava ilable productive units within a division or depa rtment which, on a three -shift
basis, can be resolved into total available
productive hours per day. The comparison
of this figure with actual operating hours
for each department, ignoring the delay
factor, furnishes all the ammunition necessary. The results can be summarized on a
daily report similar to the following:

Analysis of the report should lead to con sideration of a few salient matters. Is the
present potential capacity competitively necessary? Has every effort been ma de to obtain profitable business with a "mix" that
will allow full utilization of all available
equipment? Has loading of the equipment
been scientifically approached? Are there
any bottlenecks affecting other divisions?
In addition, a basis is laid to ask and answer the question of whether or not to
accept breakeven or small loss business to
absorb idle capacity.
EUGENE J. BAEMMERT, Milwaukee Chapter

PRACTICAL INVENTORY CONTROL
IN A FOUNDRY

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
ADEQUATE IN V E N TO R Y CO N TR O L in a
foundry is one of the more difficult problems in the industry. This is due to the
extreme variation in price and bulk of the

items used. A customer's pattern may require only one or two screws and bolts to
repair it. T o try to charge these items to
the job in question would cost more than
the material. Sand, becau se of its bulk and
low cost, is another item for which it is
impracticable to set up elaborate control
machinery. On the other hand, metals su ch
as gray iron, aluminum and bronze which
are purchased by the pound, are costly
enough so that full -scale procedures would
be set up to control them. After a great
deal of thought, we set up the method
described below.
All purchases are divided into three categories. In the first a re items which a re too
small in value to charge to the individual

Department

Available
units

Operating
hours
av ailable

A
B
C

5
4
6

120
96
144
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Actual

of Ac tual
to o pe rating

96
96
120

80%
100
83

%

A DAILY RECORD OF CAPACITY
UTILIZATION
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job. In the second category are expensive
items over which a rigid control must be

between what you feel the need of knowing
and what costs too much to know. The

kept. In the third category are items
bulky in natu re and low in cost which cannot be ea sily measured and yet which have
to be controlled to a degree, so that suf-

above procedure, we have found, gives us
all the necessary information for costing

ficient supplies will be on hand at all times.
Such items as bolts, nuts, screws, chaplets, etc., make up the first category. When
these items are received, they are stored
in the receiving department until such time
as the foreman requisitions them. The foreman is then issued a box or pa ck age of the
item in question, which is charged to his
department. It is his responsibility to see
tha t these items a re not wasted or misused.
The metals used in a foundry form the
second category. Every day as the metals
are taken from the stock piles, they are
weighed and a report is ma de ou t showing
the total melted that day and the pile or
heat from which the meta l wa s ta ken. This
report serves as a check on the specifications of each heat and a requisition from
the stock pile. At the end of each month,
a physical inventory of each stock pile is
taken to verify the figures and to be sure
that enough of each kind of metal is on
hand at a ll times.
The items comprising the third category,
those which a re bulk y in nature a nd low in
cost, consist of various sands, limestone,
flux, etc., used in a foundry. Whatever is
needed for the day's operations is taken
from the stockpile without record. At the
end of the month, a physical inventory is
taken. To the inventory on hand at the
beginning of he month is added the purchases during the current month.

From

the total is subtracted the inventory on
hand at the end of the month. The difference will give the amount used during
the current month, which is then included
in cost by an overhea d percentage.
Inventory control is always a compromise
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purposes.
A. R. NIEMAND, Tri- Cities Chapfer

"EMERGENCY FACILITIES"
1950 STYLE

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
T H E R E V E N U E A C T O F 1950, approved
on September 23 of this year, has added

Code Section 124A to provide for amortization of the cost or adjusted basis of facilities which "certified as essential ", over
a period of sixty months beginning, at the
election of the taxpayer, with (a ) the
month following that in which the facility
is completed or acquired, or (b) the taxable year succeeding the year in which it
was completed or acquired. This new section of the code differs somewhat from
Code Section 124, covering the amortization of facilities acquired immediately prior
to and during World Wa r II which had
been certified as being necessary in the interests of national defense and in successful
prosecution of the war. All accountants
should become familiar with provisions of
the new code section, in particula r as to the
effect on taxable gain in the event of sub squent sale of fully or partially amortized
facilities.
For tax purposes, industry will, of course,
take advantage of the special amortization
privileges with respect to facilities certified
as necessary in the interest of national de.
fense during the emergency period. However, it is expected that few ta xpayers will
elect to begin amortization during 1950,
except those whose fisca l years begin on or
after July 1, for the simple rea son that tax
advantages will be substantially greater
when higher rates are in effect. Apart
from the tax aspects of the new code sec-
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tion, we must also decide upon the ma nner
in which amortization in excess of norma l
depreciation is to be treated in the accounts, particularly in connection with the
following:
1. Determination of costs in connection
with (a) regular production, and (b)
Government work.
2. Valuation of inventories.
3. Fixing sales prices on potential orders.
4. Effect of additional charge on competitive position in the specific industry.
5. Financing arrangements and effect on
financial position.
6. Dividend restrictions inherent in creditors' agreements (existing and future).
7. Costs subsequent to the existing "emergency period ".
8. Necessity for ultimate replacement.
9. Effect on bonus or profit sharing plans.
10. Disclosure in financial statements, etc.
Each and every taxpayer will be faced
with problems peculiar to its individual
case. While the author of this paper refrains from a lengthy discussion of the
subject, he urges all taxpayers to study
conditions under which their respective
operations are carried on, before making a
decision as to the manner in which "emergency facilities" and amortization thereof
are to be reflected in the accounts. The
following is a group of qu estions, any one
or all of which may be of assistance in
arriving a t a proper a nswer to the problem
as a whole:

exclusively

I. Do the facilities replace similar properties used in the business?
2. Is quality of their construction substantially equal to that expected in facilities
acquired during "nonemergency" periods7
3. Have a part or all of the facilities been
acquired
for production in
connection with "national defense "7
4. Are the facilities adaptable for use in
taxpayers' operations during "nonemergency" periods7
These and many similar questions must
be considered by management in arriving
450

at its decision and here is where we, as
accountants, can be of great assistance. It is
now a well accepted fact that most taxpayers have assets, the adjusted tax basis of
which differs materially from the book
value as, in many respects, tax accounting
is at variance with generally accepted accounting principles. Our accounting and
costing procedures must not be unduly influenced by the ever - changing tax laws, else
we will find that the jewel of consistency
has become a worthless ash. Let us not
emerge from this period of national stress
with an epidemic of reversals, reinstatements, and attendant apologies. We can and
must guide management's thinking toward
more fair and realistic financial reporting
and proper cost determination.
ELMER EISENMANN, Cleveland Chapter
READY REFERENCE BETWEEN BOOK
AND APPRAISED VALUES OF
PROPERTY ITEMS

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
The past few years have seen a great
increase in the utilization of the services
offered by appraisal companies in the field
of valuations for insurance and sale purposes. However, it is usually the case that
there is no correlation between the deta iled
listing of the items on the appraisa l record
and the deta iled fixed a sset records kept by
the company itself. With the pronounced
changes in the price level during the past
few years, it is often not enough to know
the book value when an asset is to be
traded or sold. The appraised value as of
today is also urgently needed. In our company, we have worked out a plan to correlate records of book value and appraised
value.
The first requisite of such a plan is to
have a simple yet comprehensive plan of
numbering the physical assets, themselves,
so that they ma y be identified with individN. A. C. A. BULLETIN

ual asset record cards. This is accomplished
by the use of code numbers. Each class
of assets, such as production mechanical,
building miscellaneous, desks, or office machines is assigned a code letter. When the
asset is taken in at the receiving department, the proper asset identification number
is painted on it or a metal identification
code number tag is affixed. As an example,
D -43 -50 would be the number assigned to
the forty -third desk received in the calendar
year of 1950, with the letter " D " designating the asset class, the -43 " the nu mber
in sequence of the item in that particular
class, and the last two digits the year of
purchase. Of course, when machines have
factory serial numbers already affixed to
them, as on typewriters, automobiles and
adding machines, these are used instead of
assigning a new number.
The purchasing department puts on the
invoice which goes to the accounting department. The asset code number and the
depa rtment nu mber where it is to be u sed.
The individu al asset record cards are ma de
up from these invoices and show the asset
code number assigned, the location, and
the other necessary descriptive and purchasing information required for accounting and
depreciation purposes. If assets are to be
transferred from one department to another, it is necessary to mak e up a n equipment transfer request. These are authorizations to have the equipment transferred
and are also used by the accounting department to record a change in the location a s
shown on the asset records. With a ll this
information it is possible to check from the
physical assets to the records or from the
records to the physical assets.
When the appraisal company makes its
original listing of the individual assets our
assigned asset code number is included in
addition to the usual complete description.
The appraised valuation is shown and, with
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the identifying number, it is ea sy to locate
the corresponding item in the fixed asset
record. The appraisal is kept up to date
by what is known as continuing service,
under which each year the appraisal company makes a detailed check of assets purcha sed and disposed of during the yea r. A
detailed listing of these changes is prepared
each year by working from the fixed asset
accounts and showing, as in the original
appraisal, the complete description and the
asset code numbers. Usually there is a complete new re- appraisal of assets approximately every ten years, in order to double check the accuracy of the appraisal figures
and be certain it is u p to date.
When disposing of assets under this
type of system, it is not necessary to rely
on book values which can obviously differ
greatly from the fair market value. Instead, it is possible to get the far more
accurate (in a value sense) figures prepared by disinterested specialists. Also, in
case of fire where there is but a partial loss,
this system enables the owner to readily
establish and substantiate an equitable insurance claim for the fire loss. Since the
cost of the appraisal report is usually
justified in connection with maintaining the
correct amount of insurance coverage, the
plan of cross - referencing to book value
records adds to its value as an additional
source of vital business information.
KENNETH W . HILL, Des Moines Chapter

MICROFILMS MAY NOT BE
EVIDENCE

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
I T W O U L D N O D O U B T C O M E as a distinct
surprise to a businessman to learn that
microfilms of his business records which he
has had copied and thereafter destroyed
cannot be used as evidence in an important
law suit. Yet this is more than a possibility
even in most of the eighteen states which
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have adopted statutes concerning the use
of microfilm and other photographic copies.
Industrial accountants will be interested
because, on account of the economy and
convenience of microfilming, many offices
either have already adopted it or are seriously contemplating its adoption. As long
as five years ago, the author sounded a
warning (in a forum letter in the Bulletin
for August 1, 1945) of possible risk involved in the voluntary destruction of records which had been microfilmed. The
situation has now become complicated by
the enactment of statutes which, for the
most part, probably fail to give the protection which is needed.
Readers may recall that the difficulty
stems from the doctrine of the law of evidence of quite universal acceptance that
when a party has himself destroyed the
original of a document, secondary evidence
of its contents such, as a copy, —even a
photographic copy —will not be received as
proof of a trial or legal proceeding. This
doctrine arose before photographic copies

While some eighteen states have adopted
statutes on the subject, most of these stat.
utes are entirely inadequate. Some seem
to apply only to official records and not to
business records. Some apply to business
records but only such business records as
the business is "required by law" to maintain. This would seem to eliminate the
majority of the records kept by most businesses, since the laws do not in general
specify a hat records a business house shall
keep. Other statutes, while not running
afoul of the foregoing objections, are
phased in unfortunate language. For example the statute of Missouri, which is of
a type fou nd in a nu mber of states, applies
only where the "head" of the bu siness has
ordered the copy to be made. A strict construction of this statute would eliminate
cases where the secretary or some other
officer, who was not the "head" of the business, ordered the copies made. These copies would have no legal standing because
not ordered by the head of the business.
Still other statutes, of which Wisconsin's
is an example, requ ire the records in question to be kept "in the regular course of
business." This wou ld give rise to a question where ordinary correspondence was
copied. Wou ld this be held to be a record
kept in the regula r course of business? One

were in common use and, as applied to
ordinary copies made by other means such
as by a typist or by longhand, it was no
dou bt useful in preventing fra ud. It wou ld
be too easy for a person to make an inaccurate copy which favored his side of a
controversy and then destroy the original,
if the copy were thereby made admissible in
evidence.
But, a s a pplied to copies made by u se of
photography, especially those made mechanically in the regular course of business, the

enterprises which have the records kept in
the custordy of a n employee under a bond

doctrine is probably outmoded and not in

of not less than $5,000, with the further

the

public

interest.

The

chance of

sta te, T ennessee, goes so far as to limit the
benefits of the relieving statute to those

a

requirement that the bond must also cover

fraudulent copy being made by the micro-

"any damages which shall arise from the

filming processes in conmmon use seems

misu se of the provisions" of the a ct.

re;note. Nevertheless, to change the view-

The best statute discovered, from the

point on the admissibility of copies seems

point of view of admitting microfilms as

to require legislation by the various states,
since there is no discernible tendency of the

given
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courts to overthrow the historic rule of
evidence of their own motion.

e

evidence, is that of Michigan which is
in full immediately below.

This
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statute may well be taken as a model. It
appears to obviate most of the objections
which might be made and while it has
some qualifying provisions, it nevertheless
appears to be about as broad a statute as
the average state legislature would be disposed to accept at the present time. The
Michigan statute follows (Act 304 of 1949,
State of Michigan, Effective September 23,
19 49 ):
"Section 1.

Notwithstanding any law

of this state to the contrary, any person,
firm, association or corporation may introduce in evidence at a ny trial or hearing of
any kind, before any court, officer, arbiter,
referee, board or tribunal, a black and white
or colored photographic, photostatic or micro- photographic reproduction of any business records of such person or institution
prepared or entered in regular course of
business, the original of which would be
admissible in evidence, including all existing records and including, but not by way
of limitation, checks, bills, notes, acceptances, and all other types of commercial
instruments, pass books, deposit slips and
statements furnished to depositors, whether
or not such person or institution regularly
reproduces as aforesaid any or all of such
business records. Any such reproduction, if
accompanied by the certificate of such person or his employee or agent, or by the
officer, agent or employee of any such firm,
association or corporation who supervised
the making of the reproduction to the effect
that such reproduction when made was a
true, full and complete reproduction of the

the taking of testimony of the person who
supervised the making of such reproduction.
Such reproduction shall be a dmissible only
if the party offering it shall have delivered
a copy of it or so much thereof as may
relate to the controversy, to the adverse
party a reasonable time before the trial, unless in the opinion of the trial officer, arbiter, referee, board or tribunal the adverse
party has not been unduly su rprised by the
failure to deliver such copy: Provided, however, that no such reproduction need be
submitted to the adverse party as herein
prescribed unless the original instrument
would be required to be so submitted. If
necessary, such reproduction may be offered
in evidence by the use of a projector or
other similar device. All circumstances surrounding the making of any such reproduction may be shown upon any tria l, hearing or proceeding for the purpose of affecting the weight bu t not the admissibility of
such evidence."
Industrial accountants can render a great
service to the business community, and incidentally to their own firms, by urging the
enactment in their own states of a statute
at least as broad as Michigan now has.
If microfilms are not evidence, those who
have destroyed records the films represent
may be harmed, and others may be deferred
from u se of microfilming and, hence, from
its acknowledged benefits.
RALPH R. NEUHOFF, St. Louis Chapter

WORK SHEETS VS. DETAILED
LEDGER ACCOUNTS

original, shall be received as evidence at

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:

any such trial or hearing with the same

Recent observations of bookkeeping practices indicate there is still a considerable
amount of posting and balancing of detail
ledger accou nts being done by some of the
less progressive accountants, whereas the
current trend seems to be towa rd minimizing such effort by the substitution of analysis

force and effect as though the original
document were produced: Provided, however, that the court, officer, arbiter, referee,
board or tribunal may in its discretion require that the original document be produced in evidence, and may also require
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sheets and mechanical tabulating methods.
The a mou nt of time a nd effort involved in
the laborious process of posting, footing,
and balancing numerous detail ledger accounts is prohibitive in many insta nces and
can easily be reduced.
For example, many companies still use
subsidiary ledgers containing voluminous
detail accounts for the recording of fixed
assets, whereas the use of transcripts or
work sheets entered in pencil might well
suffice and produce even more satisfactory
resu lts. T he same is true with rega rd to the
items comprising the detailed administrative
and selling expenses, manufacturing costs
and others. Mu ch of this deta il is being recorded in formalized, conventional ledgers,
posted in ink and painstak ingly footed and
bala nced, with the result that a high degree
of concentration and care is required in
making such postings, distribution of work
is limited, and (because of the limitations
of the ledger forms) much information is
condensed or omitted. This ma kes it necessary to prepare supplemental analyses anyway.
Detailed postings can be eliminated by
the use of analysis sheets which, if prepared

ac-

currently, will furnish the required information concerning departmental expenses and
other break -downs of general ledger

An example illustrating the procedure
suggested will be found in the break -down
of branch office expenses. In this instance,
we might provide a general ledger account
representing the total expenses of each
branch office only. Instead of also providing
a subsidiary ledger for the posting of detailed expenses, we would merely set up,
work sheets of a convenient fourteen - column
size which would contain the various expense captions along the left -hand margin.
In the adjoining columns would be posted
the various amounts for each expense in
any of several different ways. Separate columns might be used for each source of
entry or, where the entire amount of expense of a given type comes from a single
source (telephone bill, rent charge, payroll
journal, petty cash summary, etc.), we
might use sepa ra te columns for the cu rrent
month's expenses, cumulative total, budget
column, and a column for variations from
budget.
A similar procedure could be followed
in breaking out factory supplies and expenses. For example, we might establish a
single account in the ledger representing
this type of expense and, instead of using
a subsidiary ledger for accumulating the
details, we might merely use an analysis
sheet listing again down the left -hand side
captions covering expenses such as greases,

counts. The control ledgers, meanwhile,
will provide in su mmary form a permanent
record comprising the bona fide formal
books of account but with a considerable
reduction in the number of accounts. It is
assumed, of course, tha t the basic information is accumulated by summarizations
either manually or mechanically from vari-

small tools, sweeper supplies and other
items as required. Indirect labor account is
another which might be carried in summary
form in the ledger, supported by supplemental analysis sheets breaking down this
type of labor as to supervision, repair labor,
overtime labor, etc.

ous sources, such as labor distribution
sheets, material requisition summaries, purchase journals, etc. which in themselves do
not exhibit the fu ll information concerning
the nature of expenses but which, nevertheless, serve as the authentic basis for the
general ledger entries.

One advantage inherent in, the practice
recommended is greater flexibility in the
distribution of work because each analysis
can be prepared by a different individual
if necessary. Also a lesser degree of concentration is required, particularly if entries
are made in pencil. Considerably more space

Oils,
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ca n be provided on a work sheet tha n in a
ledger, for showing descriptions of expenses
and more space is available in which to
show references to source of the original

forms used as the accounting department's

data.
In some companies much of the analysis
work of this type is performed with the use
of tabulating equipment and the tabulated

formation, being in printed and permanent
form, can be considered to be a bona fide

results are carried directly to statement

C . A. ENGELHARDT, Toledo Chapter
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report to department supervisors showing
the break -down of their expenses a nd comparisons with budgeted amounts. Such in-

record subsidiary to the general ledger.
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